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ABSTRACT 
Over the past two decades electronic games ha e b ome in rnin id in our 
culture. Children's fixation with these games initiall alarmed par 111s and educnt :.)11\, 
but educational researchers soon questioned wheth er the moti ntion to piny . uld be 
Lapped and harnessed for educational purposes. A number of educational ele tronic 
games have been developed and their success has been mixed. 
Thus, I have chosen my thesis title as "Interactive Multimedia Educational 
Game' which we have name it as KidsHeaven and I v ill develop an educational 
game for Mathematic which I name it as FunMath ' hile m partner will be doing 
about Science, FunSciences. This game was created in D-ROM based and will be 
suitable for student in primary school especiall age between 7 and 12, parents and 
teachers and will onl include questions based on Mathematic operations for not 
more than three digit . U er will be able to choo e the level f difficultie . One of the 
objectives of thi game is to help teacher in teaching Mathematics in English and to 
help the student to understand more about the subject. 
The tern implements the concept of multimedia, which integrate te t, 
graphics animation and audio into the game displa to make the game more 
aura ti e especial! for the kids. Macromedia Authorv are 6 Mn rornedia Flash MX, 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 and orne other tool was used to d elop the interacti e game. 
Finall , I hope th "Multimedia Int ra rive ducational ume" can ser e to 
enabl plu 1 rs enjo th m · I s throu hout th pin 1in nnd I 1ming proc •. ·, and to 
a hi th bj tiv 'P ·ifi db for th 'st rn is d v lop. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
1.1 Project Overview 
It is no secret that motivation is on of the k s t edu nli n, hus it 
is a logical step to try to take ad van to e f the rn tiv t inn nature 
of electronic games by using this medium for edu ational purpo rather 
than simply for pure entertainment. The idea of producing educational games 
i certainl not new· it was one step behind the advent of electronic games 
themsel e (Malone, 1981 1982· Gentner, I c O; Nav rocki and Winner, 
I 8 ; Lepper and haba · 198 ; Re no Ids and Martin, I 988). Educational 
game· sometime called 'edutainment Lepper and .haba , l 985), 
represent the fast t-grov in , t pe of sofh are ( n umer Reports, 199 ). 
Beginning v ith the natural and pleasurable inclination t count, 
children develop tJ1 fundarn ntnl for numb r manipulations. Not c c hild 
v ill come acr ss the m steries of mathematics ' ithout frustration, 
di sati fa tion, disappointment or difficult 1. Alth ugh "numb er s en " is 
intrin ic t human , arithmetic and mathematics are acquired thr ugh this 
ense. Thus, I have plan d t devel p a Multimedia Int eractive du ati nal 
am usina the mbinaiion f multim din elem .. nt u h as t «s, 'rllphi , 
nnirnati n nnd s und, so tho I it ' ill aura t stud ant · at: nti n and als 
int ar t in math mati . The nm ' ill b suitubl I stud nt 
vid th .tud ent th pp rtunit t 
p th .nm 
int . ub-m hit 11 rdin 
stud nit's r 
stud 111' s I. 1 t un uJ h us I t l 
th" t111 stions pr vid cl. 
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Other than that, r will also provide user with User' H -'Ip to 'nohl~ 
users to refer to when they need any help. 
1.2 Project Objectives 
Below are the objectives of my thesi .. project: 
• to assist the students to under rand more and t learn on their own rate 
independently or efficiently and up to their full potential with the help of 
thi educational game. 
• to help teachers in appl ing an intere ting ,. a 1 of teaching Mathematics 
in nglish. 
• to implant the latest t chn log . 
• to pro ide tudent with eas and interacti e wa of learning and 
under tandin the subj t. 
• to help student to e aluate their skill and knowledge in Mathematic. 
• en urn re students t learn Mathematics other that d pend on n re and 
books. 
• reveal to the tudent t11 .. benefits of u in ' the educati nal arne in 
learnin Math mati s. 
• s lvin the probl ms that c ur inn rrnal and traditi nal I arnm stern Un
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1 .3 Motivation 
The reason I develop this game is to chan 
towards the process of learning Mathematics esp w kin 
this subject. Other than that, I also wish that throu ih thi garn , m r students 
will understand the importance of the ubject. 
Thirdly, the older generation uch as parent age ah a , has a negative 
view towards computer games becau e the take pla ing computer games as 
an activity that causes the v a te of time energ and money, and will cause 
their children to get addicted to it and pend les time in their revision or 
tudie . Thus l would like to eradicate thi wrong perception b) set up this 
Interactive Multimedia ducational arne (Kid Heaven). 
rnputer n wada s ha b orne fU1 entiat r crucial part of the 
v rid and it has greatl influences the field f entertainment and education. 
Thu the educationnl se tor can n longer negle t 01e c rnputer and 
multimedia technologie . 
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1.4 Project Scopes and Target User 
1.4.1 Project Scopes 
• to set an effe live and helpful lenrnin t. I f r hildr n 
• give education a step further in I arning nnd t hin f r primary 
school in order to prepare them for greater hall ng in ch L 
• suitable for children's intellectual developm nt 
• m project will be emphasize in: 
• combination of multimedia element uch as texts, graphics, 
animation and sound 
and al interest 
• free t cho e m dul r level and pla according to the 
that it \ ill attract students attention 
module or le el 
• suiiabl f r parent ·, t eacher and v h e er in helpin th ir 
student r children in learning mathematic \ ith fun. 
1.4.2 Tar et er 
• M project v ill be suitable for: 
• Kid a e betv een 7 and 12 
• Tea hers 
• and th r us rs 
4 
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1.5 Goals 
My goal of preparing this educational rum 
of students who have the interest in Math mati be 
tho number 
n f th 
subjects that plays an important role in our dailv life and it is full f fun and 
challenging. Besides I also wish that more Mala inn \. ill 0 t inv Ive in 
scientific and mathematic research area. 
1.6 Limitation and Constraints 
Due to time limitation and v ide range of coverage, this project will 
have s me lirnitati n. Thi project will onl include operations such as 
addition, ubtraction, multiplication and di isi n f r digits that are less than 
and include three digits. 
1 . 7 cpected Outcome 
After research and re iew on current teaching and learning st le 
electronic educati nal games and also orne other re earch related t this 
pr je t ' hich I will explain in the foll ' ing chapter, thi pr ~ t will ha e 
the f, llov ing exp red out ome: 
• Th int erface ' ii I in .lude rnultim • in r nnimati n uppli ation 
'hi h v ill aura t hildren's attention nnd int r ·t 
• ~nnbl u · r to ho • an 1 rn dul from th" am · u ordin t 
th •ir ability 1nd int r 'l. 
• 11 lp1n in 111 riv llln 11: rs m 1·uni111M1th 1111ti \ 
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1.8 Project Planning 
The table below is the project schedule for the whole proje t in lud d 
phase I and phase I I. 
Table 1.1 : Project Schedul 
Phase June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 
Requirement Analysi 
I I 
Design 
I I 
Development and Coding 
I I 
Te ting I I 
Maintenance I I 
D cumentation I I I I 
6 
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Multimedia 
2.1. 1 What is Multimedia? 
omputers which had come into exi ten e about thr d ago 
were formerly support only the computations related to research. As time 
progre sed and with the technologicaJ ad ance , the computers became 
powerful contrivances and now it had become an important part of our daily 
life. 
The modern computer tern is a multimedia machine and it is 
capable of combinin two or more c nventi nal forms of informational 
media in a single electronic document. Thi technolo enable user to 
interact, explore and learn e •n more because it can help in e pr s and 
c mbine variou form of inf rmation u ing computer. Thus, the computer 
had become a medium f r knowledge and not just onl a tool that t res, 
di tribute and di play information. 
Multim dia can he d efine as the arnles mbinaiion ft 't, sound 
f aJI kinds and ontrol (h ar ' ithin n sin de di ital inf rrnati n 
environrn mt. Thi d finiti n appli · to int ra ti e media production for 
distributi n b th nlin ' SU h a w b pu .. s, and min I u h us ki ks and 
CD-ROM Multim •din hos th obi lit 1 to pr t .. nd to b man thin ' In 
nnd t chniqu th ~I it sun h to und r,•t 111cl wh] ·h on . or r •I • ant 
f' r 1 pnrti ·1111 I p ( p j ·I With nirnnti · 11. s und and pi tur ·, it an 
7 
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help in attract viewer to the screen and at the same time, mnk th most 
tedious of help screens interesting. 
A typical multimedia application is chara toriz d h 1 tho follov in f aiur s: 
• the different media. it makes use of 
• the use of digital technolo 
• the interaction it demands of the user 
• and the cornbinati n of t xt sound, irnag and data into seamless 
applications 
In generaJ, b using multim dia it can produce application that are: 
• fficient 
• Direct 
• Intern tiv ~ 
- it an replace information that is onl readable 
with information that can be een and hear, such 
as a id clip. 
- it can be u e to deli er inf rrnation using the be t 
medium, such as a language-teaching application 
that pla s a native peaker' oice t. dem n irate 
pronunciation. 
- It makes c n tructing 1 muin and multi! I u er 
int ra t ion v ith sounds and pi ·111r . mu h easi r than 
usin 1 plnin t xt onl ' 
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2.1.2 What are the elements of Multimedia? 
There are six major components which make up n I pi nl multimedi 
program: 
1. Text 
This is the base of most. application and it wa al o th mo t common 
media type. Text was the standard mode of communication in the 
computer world and can be t ped in, scanned ' ith OCR, speech and 
handwriting. To emphasize specific p int , user can use different 
styles font and colors. 
2. Im 1 s 
e in , r looking at a pi ture of an object hru more irnpa t than 
mer I readin ob ut it and it \· as for sure much more common on th 
w b and generally in multimedia too. The .arnples in lude 
computer-generated artwork, con entional artwork, phot graphs or 
captured video frames. It can be photo raphic or drn n irnaa , and it 
an be anned, captured v ith a di zital am rn or formed u: in an 
image editing tools or pa ka . 
Wh n u r want to pr '111 inf rmntion whi ·h i · normall 1 ut of th 
s p or th m, such ~ m • i oJ p rot ions 
i · 11 l • nvnti ns. mo i . ' ill h u. · 
f' urreu multim din s 1i:itoms, p 1rti ·ulurl on th W ·b 
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Sometimes it can be replaced with a combination I 1111din and stills 
and can be "digitized" from tape or n r uilnr nmorn usinn spl' hi 
devices, or captured using n uniqu comput 'r nm rn 
4 Animation 
Animations can he us to r nd r a pro dur which ar mor 
accurate! than a movie For example blurred obj cts ' ithin a movie 
can b repr entcd mor clear! It is v rv em nve at illustrating a 
task that take ploce o er time and can be created in a program like 
I h or an animated 11 F •dit r, or captur d from creen actions 
5 .:...Qlllld 
Sound can he us d in . m strat gic part of th program M when 
•mphasi1ing ertain p ints f a mo i This ma mclud • sp •' h, 
audi eff ts. ambient s und and mu. ic • ound is a pot ntial! 
pov rful and uscf ul m dia l p and often 0 rlooked in Iav r r 
vid , but audio is a mor mature le hnolog n th v b It ' ru go d 
rn hr n uc; p int-to-point omrnunication and can be re ord 'I 
d11 • ti.' int omput •r )f an he re rd xi dire ·llv int omput •r 01 
"ripped" off a CO 
<i l Js ·r (' ntrol 
Io ptt'\ l'lll h )It'd un 11 "111 I t1 IH tl\'1 1r lht·rt l'i 'in11w le' ·I < r ust·1 
ro11lrnl fh it ran p10' tth 'ilttdt•nt'i '"'" lhti opllllll lo ll•:iv~~ cT1 l11111 part 
lO 
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visit other areas of the program or navigate around the. yst sm, 
The combination of all the above aspects can help in producing n s nml s. 
application. Below are the typical exampl s: 
• linking of animation to static in-te t diagrams 
• linking a video clip to a descripti e paragraph 
2.1.3 Why use Multimedia? 
Multimedia computing offers a more natural ' a to expr and 
convc ideas and pro idc the c .pcrience f list ning, s sing and doing rn a 
c mpurer-rnediatcd setting To upport the learning pro s, a multimedia 
program is design d It can b inter ting, moti ating e citing and ' ill help 
the stud mts in n hieving und erstanding in n '\\ ' n s nnd an provid •:citine 
and fun in learning process other than h lping stud its to under. land a 
c nc pt fast r and easi •r (BrO\ n & Rush, It 92; Toh & Ng, I <)C) I Rio & 
Kasiran, 1994; Baharuddin & Mohd, t 995) 
Th ombmauon f the u nP • f sound photographs and 'id 
cnabl · the us •r t vt '' Pal world . ituauons wlu h is impossihle with the 
more mv muonal m ithods of mxtru Iron Th •r •'"II be nlso a lunh I., cl of 
int era tl011 be I\\ 'II ux 'I and tlw c inputer Norm.111 ' tllO'll or (Hll'"ll ~. 
'. p 't students t mak • hoicc al out "hnt th • " uld like l do 11 • t and 
the approach 111 "hich thn \\ 1i;h to \\Ot i.. thrn11 ~h th1• 1111tt111 11 Thl'\ an~ nnl 
pal\•m t hut IMl'tt Im < t l'i I 1th~ ll•:1111c1 · tt1 tl'll\ d\ p ult ·1p 1lt• 
11 
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Multimedia application plays a very important role in Mathematic Education 
which includes: 
I. Provide the students the opportunit lo involve 111 s lf-1 mrnin • 
according to their own ability 
2. Helping the students to understand the concepts easier and fast 'r 
3. Make learning as an enjoyable and exciting proc s 
4. Provide students with more information and knowledge 
5. Assisting students to repeat their re isron 
6 Supports different learning st Jes 
7 Adds int rest to learnin materials 
8 Support those with special n eds 
2.2 Interactive Multimcdi 
2.2. 1 What is Intcracti c Multim .dia? 
he amount of th ntrol the u. •r hos o er th pres mtnnon of 
information was knov n as mt era tivitv ··1111 ra Ii c multim idia" wh. h \\as 
als r fers as multi med in that has be n appli ·d ' ith interacti it and allows 
f r us •r control. 
There arc three ornmon cntcgorization o mt ra uv wlnch 111· defines 
below 
I . I 111 •ar pn:s •n tnt 1011 
,\ Im •:11 pn.'"t'lllnllmt is \\ ln•tt• till' nuth n nt ch' l'lo1w1 dt.:<'ith·s tht~ 
'il'<illl'l1 'l' :tlld tunnn 'I 111 wlu h mlnuu uron l'i flll' l'llh' I \\htlt tho 
\11\CI Olli\ ' 1111 lfS till' p IC'l' 
12 
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2. Programmed branching program 
A programmed branching program is a program wh re us r has 
some control over the sequence of prcscntnrion h s 'I' tin 1 from 
the choice which was being group in a main m nu Th 
still maintains lhe control of deciding what 10 include in the 
choices accessible at any point in the program 
In hypermedia, u er is almost had the complete control r the 
presentation which include the ntrol of th pace, sequence and 
the cont nt of the pre. cntation rt also pro id the lmk that 
enable for random acce s of information 
I l 
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2.3 Human Computer Interaction (HCI) 
2.3.1 What is HCI? 
Human Computer Interaction, or H r, i the study, plannin '• and de. i m f 
what happens when the u er and his or her computer work toe th r h t rm 
human-computer interaction (H I) which was adopted in the mid-1980. is 
concerned with understanding, designing, evaluating and implern ruing 
interacti e computing s stems for human use (Preece, 1994 . 11('1 in ol s 
the user, the computer itself, and the wa s the v ork togeth r as d cnbe 
bel w· 
I. The User 
The user is v hoev r trying to g 'l th' \\ rk d nc thr ugh the 
tcchnolog An appreciation f the " a people's cnsory c; stems 
( ight, hearing, tou h) rcla mforrnntion rs v itnl to de! igrung n first- 
class product And it is for ur that it ' ill be heller if the d 1pns arc 
enable to grab user's att ntion It is r 1 imp rtant to decid how t 
make a pr duct aura live without di tracting users fr rn their l< k .. 
2 he Computer 
Th ' om put •r ar • normnll · ref irs to an ' t • hnolo '" rnngin 1 fr m 
omputcrs to tor ic . cal • ornput er wst •ms and P\ ·n a 
pr c ·sc; ntr I S}SI m r an cmbcddc I svsr xu ould he C'lnss ·d ns th 
mput ·1 
I I 
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3. The Interaction 
Although there are noticeable dissimilarity bctw n humans and 
machines, but by using LhE Her concepts, it tries to ensure that b th of 
it gel on with each other and work togeth r If cti cl In rd •r t 
achie e a usable and retiaslc educational game, I ha appli \ hnt 1 
know about humans and computers, and c nsult with lik u: r 
throughout the design prcce s The reasonable balance b tv n ' hat 
can be d no within the schcdul and budget, and 
for the users will be one or m considerati n in d igning the gam 
The primary theme that has cmc red fr m H I . tud 1 i. that th· us rs com 
first h s st m n d to be de elop d to . uit the n d f th' us ·rs and 
u able to th u er rath r than need the us r t farniliari/ thorns Iv l th 
s tern The th f usabilit is mtral t It I and r ifcrs to m king the 
. st m 'c 1 to I am and . impl I use. 1 (('I ' ork ts 
to understan the context and the m ironrnent in wht h <items" ill b used 
2.3 .2 H I fi r children 
It is a v ery natural p 'r •pt1011 that Juldren 's nc ids urc different from adult'« 
ne eds Astahh4'htng an und •rst ndinn of 11 issm·s that ar spt• 1fi to 
hrldr ·n is a 11 ·111' t I ru en fl ICI res -ar h h ·r • '" wrth ut a ti wht liu 
m r r ·s ar h 1111 de 1 •tllllJ fi 1 , lulls n nr ·1 in th• lit •ratur' thnt nvus 
I arn 'r.' 111 P n •rnl is th· a1l·:1 tlint I (ks at till lll'l' '" tlw tH'\\ 11s ·1 't11~11 
tlw :k1lll• I ll'>l't 1\lth 111 h 11 ll ~II ·hd ltl't\ 11w 11 n ll '' 11 1 · 1n11h 1p ., 111 tn 
a .. sum th.11 nw h1ltln•11 .11~ nm 1 'l' ,111 I th11 1111 lt1t•1 1lt11t• 111 I\ In 
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relevant. I will thus co er the areas of beginner vs. experienced users as well 
as specific issues in child-centered HCI. 
2.3.2.1 Child-Centered Design 
One of the differences between adults and children is the mcntnl mod Is that 
they form. Mental models are formed by users in rdcr to help in guiding 
them through attempts to carry out tasks and correct errors ' hile using 
computer software. 
The first stud, done b Brown and chneider (I 992) in v hich a direct 
manipulation interface was compared to a con ersational computer interface 
u ing elemcntar school stud nts grad three through s1 . The hildr •n were 
given basic arithmetic probl ms. It v a found that the dir t mnrupulauon 
int irfa o \ ns more omfortable and cnhanc d the sp icd of ompl ting th 
basic arithm tic tasks Informal obs r au n shov cd that students 
c .perien eel more diffi ult and frustration w ith the con rsational ornput r 
interface (Brown and , chneid •r, 1992) 
A second study conducted b 1 lnkpen et al preprint) in e tigat d 
children's abilitv to perf rm a )JV 1 task using two different mt ira uon 
st I nam •1 . drag-and-dr p and pomt-and- Ii Results show ·d thnt 
children hav • 111 r difficult I op ·rntine the drag-nnd-drop t po or int 'I a 11011 
than the pnuu-und- la k llltl ru 11011 
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2.3.2.2 Applying HCI for children to Educational Electronic Game Design 
When designing a game, there are several things that should be kept in mind 
such as regarding the use of color, highlighting, detailed help , plnnations, 
and defauJt values. Using sounds with appropriate affordanccs is also us fut 
The usage of sounds that naturally represent mi action and that ar 
recognizable by children could decrease children's confusion in nm s 
Determining appropriate icons is also important. Buttons with icons ar often 
found in game and these icons should be meaningful to children hildrcn 
prefer direct manipulation to dialogue and so, whene er possibl , garn 
should opt for direct manipulation 
2.4 ctronic ducational m 
2.4.1 lntr duction 
~ducational zarnes som tim all 'd as " dutainment" Lepper and 
haba 1985) rcpr cnt th fastest-gr \\111 l p ofso ware Consumer 
Report , 199 ) uccess i a br ud term and ould b ass issed or m insured in 
various wa s with r '. pc l to u ntional ·I' tr nic game. As a result th ire 
are often very we ping Stal nncnts (lSS ssin ~ th' '1\1 'SS < f idu auonal 
games \! ithout pr vrding round d r iasonin . s i mti fi or oth •n rs These 
slat em mts ncraltv . ho" that th· . u · css has l •11 mcdro r •. Fot ' rumple 
rod ' 1991 stat ·d that "th· mnrn 1J1c or education nnd rd · l uunc-hk 
mt •1t1111H1w111 hns p1 duced s lllll' 1101 'l''' vdurnuun 11 ~atm•s nnr] s rn1t• not 
,. •1 • cnt ·1 ta11111w lcauun • a "'till' " 
A 1•:1nw \\tit lw ( ll\ltl 'I l' I II • 'l' rut Ir rt \\ I 11 h•a I h l'i till' 
t ffl Ii\ 'llt''>S •ts It 1d1t1)ti11 ·l 1s .... ro m1 cd11 ·atHHI 11111\ lhll hol I for s11<'n11.;s, 
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howe er, may be unsuitable or inappropriate. It certainly is appropriate if 
games are to replace traditional classroom teaching, hut if game. wer 10 he 
used as a supplement to classroom education, then the thr shold would b 100 
high. Several games could perhaps act as a "stand-alone t a h ·r" f r a 
particular subject area and a particular grade le cl . tudents using th ' m • 
may ha e the chance to learn the similar kinds of information as stud nt 
using only a textbook. Some other games, howe er, while containing 
educational content, primaril ser e a.<; moti ators that arc not meant to be 
used in a stand-alon manner 
In addition, children ma be v illing to pla 1 ducational garn s outside 
of scho I h ur in lieu f watching tel ision r pla in non-cducati nal 
names In this c~ c i n 't it suffi i nl that thcs • turn •s have som edu auonal 
valu en if the don't meet the abo thr hold? lt is mo t Irk the case 
that th threshold ha: b • n ho. n be au e 11 ts th most solid mpanson 
with educational alue that can b made it 
According to Butler 1998 \ hen game arc u 
I. students general! acquire nt least qua! kn wlcdgc and mtclle tual skills 
as the, would in oth •r I •arnmg situauons, 
2. information is learn ·d fasl ·r than 111 other 111 ·1h dologics although lhc 
am uni I •am id IS not "IPntfi "lilt! 'cnut 'f than v ith th 'rm •thods 
S(Ud 'Ill'\ of JO\\' u ad '11\1 ahilil\ often impr l\ l' their U -ad '1111 
p irforman c bl' aus r -reat er 1111 •n•<;t 
.i pr bkm '\Oh 111 1 ahtltt\ tllltl':lsl 
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2.4.2 Motivation: The Appeal Of Educational Game 
Walker de Felix and Johnson (1993) suggest that it is tho srr tur f 
ideo games that make them captivating, more so than their spc ific nt mt, 
They include the following characteristics of structure, which ar d namic 
visuals, interaction, presence of a goal and rule-g crncd. While Nav ro ki 
and Winner (l 983) suggest that the key to rnoti ation is winnine ' hit 
remaining challenged. 
Malone defines the moti ati n t pla cl Ir rue game an intrin re 
motivation. An acti it is intrinsicall moti ating if pe pie ngage in it for 
th ir personal sake and not to btain an ext irnal row ard uch as m 
status He als found that the chall n )e, f ntas , curio 11 and .ontr I v ere 
th intrinsic moti at ion. ri r pt. in> 
According t Malone 1981 ), the gam · that i. hall n ging mu. t b 
abl t provid goal that thcpla er, ar un srtain of auamin • 0th r than the 
oal sh uld be p r. onaJI . igni Ci nt th .' al. o sh uld t r casil 
ren rat d h gam . hould al off r p rformanc fe dba k n h ' close 
the us r is t reach the al The d ubt f reach in a zoal can be rca h in a 
numb er f v a s n utc me an b made un irtain throu ih the us of 
mph at· In ss that arc cl ·t mnin .d automati all 
h , th· pla , •r rd ·t ·rm1n •d hv an pp n ·nt\ "kill Um: ·rtn1nl\ ·1111 al'in h 
intr du 1.· i thteH• 1h h1cld ·n inn 11rn11ton nnd 1 nndomn · · 
talon · h 'lll1Sl1 Ii r 111tn11s1 :ill ' m t1vntm 1 1nm ·s an h ad11t•\ cl 
h\' pr v1din an opt mm I I 'Ht! )I 11110111m1to1111l c· unpll' ti\ 1 h1" nH 111 • 111111 
1h atnH pht't\ 1 t'll' 11 111rn•111 ·he ul I n ll ht• t•11h •1 t 1 ct 111plt ·a1t•d w In l 
simph ' 1th ll 'll • t t the llWt' t' 1 1111 : ~111ndt•d •t 
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should be new and surprising but not entirely incomprehensible. Ways to 
achieve this aim comprise the use of audio and visual effects as decoration 
and to enhance fantasy, the use of randomness to add variety but not 
unreliability, and the use of appropriate humor. When the users found that 
their existing knowledge is incomplete or inconsistent, the interface should 
introduce latest or new information. 
According to Malone, Lepper and Gentner, control is another aspect 
requisite for an intrinsically motivating game (Malone and Lepper, J 987; 
Gentner, J 990). hildren 's belief in their own control is positive) correlated 
with academic achievement (Crandall et al., 1965, in Gentner, 1990 Games 
offer a aried Iocu of control in the logic that the u er initiate some or the 
actions and others by the computer (Gentner, J 990) According t Malone 
and L pper (1987), it is the perception of contr I rather than actual control 
that is most important. According to th rn, a perception of con tr I dcp ends n 
the extent to which a pla er controls the likelihood or a re ult ccurring and 
this can be produced through responsi cncss and the provision of xplicit 
choices. The further note, hov e er, that pro iding a lot of choi •s can caus 
the player to lessen the alue of choice and to experi nee frustration inst ad 
of satisfaction 
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2.4.3 Designing Electronic Educational Game 
Having found that educational games have been perhaps moderately 
effective at imparting learning, it is still uncertain why some games arc 
efficient while others are not. Sedighian and Klawe ( 1996) argu 1hn1 
educational games should be designed to encourage reflective ognirion of 
the players. 
Activities are constructive in the sense that learners build their own 
understanding of the knowledge rather that accepts an e uernal mode. Lastl , 
reflecti e instruction occur when students ha e the chance to onsidcr the 
understanding they are developing and the pr cess of application the are 
foll wing 
2.4.4 he ffectivcncss of Game for ducational Purpo c 
Computer games have goals that childr ·n must a hie c and when tho 
succcssf ull complete a le el the get excited and when the don 't the 1 arc 
moti ated to learn more mathematic Another important obser ati n 
concluded that interacti it and communicati n help hildrcn learn 
mathematic bccaus the can communicate th ·ir thoughts and r cgur iitatc 
what the ' e learn d Man , hildr in were more aura ·tcd to Ian graphics 
such as color d animation, s und •m• ts and music be ause it adds mor • 
Ila or in pin ill I th' gum', 
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Josephine, Barbara (1992) had done a research on the effectiveness of games 
for educational purposes and below is their findings: 
1. 68 studies had been done directly or indirectly (in reviews condu rod 
before 1984) on the difference between simulations/games and 
conventional instruction in tudent performance. 36 out of 68 studi ~ 
show that they found no difference while 22 of the studies show that th 
participant found differences favoring simulations/games. ther than that, 
5 of the review shows that they are favored simulations/games, but their 
controls were questionable while the r l fi und difTerenc . fa oring 
conventional instruction. 
2 Sev n ut of eight tudie relating to math rnatic subject found that the 
use of games is superior to traditional classroom instruction f r irnpr mg 
mathematic achievement , object matter ar eas where '1)1 p ific 
content can be targeted and objecti cs pre is •I d fined arc m r Iii.. ·I to 
h w beneficial effects for aming. 
3. The grcate t number of tudies on simulati n/gaming is in the area of 
social sciences The majorit of the e tudie hich is out f 4 1, 
show d n di similarit m stud mt pcrfonnan h 
garn -s/simulations and nv •1111 nal in tru t1 n. 
Fi out of si . tudi s rifi d that turn •s .nn 11ol I •a ·h la111\HtP nrts 
sffi i ntl , parti ularlv '' h ·n spP iii nun arc tar retc I 
5 The r-. ult al o . h w tlwl social s icnce •tun ·s I ~ lik Iv not t us a 
mput •1 t • hnol U' whrk- the < tht•r "111 ll'<'I urh :1s m,1th~'llHlll • 
f)h SI s nnd l11tlBlt:ll'l! !HIS l(lllll" It' nd In llSl' it 
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5. Doe th softv ar tai full ad nntar; f th mput .r's 
6. Simulations/games show greater retention over time than conventional 
classroom instruction. 
7. In 12 of 14 studies that being conduct, students reported that th y ar 
more interested in simulation and game activities than in rnor 
conventional activities. 
2.5 Qualities of Effective Education Software 
According to Frederick and Victoria 198 ), it v ill be bell r to 
consider an wers to these questions when planning the scenario for succe 
with educational software: 
J. Doe th software have clear obj ti es' 
2 I th re an ft ctive in tructional de i an' 
What ar th r ward r r infer cm nt. trat ') 
4. Is the oftware interact. ? 
oapabilitie ') 
6. I the oftware fail- afe? 
7 Is th r minimum J.. • b ard int .rfcr n e' 
8. Do pr rams me t adequate standard f lant and a uru · 
9 What ar a th sofh ar '· s pr du lion qunliti 's' 
Io ts sonv arc do umcntation ad uni •'> 
I I Do 'S th ofi\ arc m•r tun " and \IS •r111 fc ·dh:l k' 
12 Do ·s th • manufa turcr mvuc f, -dhu k 1 lOt•1 up fnll'1i' 
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2.6 Current System Problem 
When teaching any subject, it is an advantage to know the students 
interest and weakness. The more we know or understand about them, th 
more expertly and securely it will dri e their mathematical hooks. The 
associations and conclusions that we help the students t draw will b 
genuine, vi id and meaningful. Helping the students in leamin , it fine 
enough to teach it, keep it in mind their forever, and to us it meaningful! , 
quickly, without difficult , correct! , and beneficial! was one of the 
teacher's goal or aim. 
Children d elop the foundations for number manipulations startin 
with the natural and pleasurable inclination to count 1 her are some childr in 
that will discover the m steries of rnathcrnati without fru trauon or 
difficult hildr n learn pr -rnath skills throu rh normal ixplorati ns 
int ractions with oth rs, rdinary dail •xp n nc s, and play 
Ideally, each math concept hould b introduc at th intuiti I sv I, 
progres to the concrete, then to the pictorial or repr s ntational, then to th 
abstract, then t applications, and finnll ulminate at the rnmuni anon 
le cl ( harma, 1990 
A good understanding f how ' h part \\ rks is n icd id in rd ·r I 
under land and must ·r th ' Ian 110 , • math •mutt 
As v ith r 'nding-r sndrn ·ss skill'\, th· t ·n ·h 1 11111 t nss\' ·s 111 t'il h 
student the '\ISll'll l! nnd l h.•nt r Ill Ith ll':ldim . .., skrll. Sl'H'll p1 •11. 1111 Ill 
ski Its hn • a prof und lmp11 t )11 tlw :1l 1ltt\' It h .1111 1111tlw111:1t11·, 'I hl· ·t 11 l 
. I 
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non-mathematicaJ in nature, but are extremely important pre-skills that must 
be fully mastered before even the most basic math concepts can be 
successfully learned. (Sharma, 1989) 
According to Paiget (1949, I 958), childr n learn prirnaril b 
manipulating objects until the age of 12. If children are not taught math rnatic 
with hands-on methods, between ears 1 and 12, their ability to acquire math 
knowledge is disturbed at the point when hands-on e plorations r 
abandoned in favor of abstraction . This clear! sets them up for 
mathematical di abilities in the ne t de el pmental period of formal 
prepositional operations. (CT M, 1986) 
In the nd, teache teach as the \: er tau 'ht h iir t •a hinn st 1' 
reflects their wn learning st le. T achcr ne d t r alive that if. tud ents ar 
experi ricing difficult , the should ru k th ·msch s th· follov ing qu '11 ns: 
Is my t achin st lee .cluding stud nts with certain learning st le · Ar the 
rneth ds and material I am using appropriate for and rnpatible with th 
student' cogniti e le el and learning t le' l 1 the tud nt ma: tered 
requi ite kill and cone 'pis') , harm I 98c 
S cond, th teacher must un •r. land that a h stud nt pr 
math ematic different I Ea h p 'rs n ha a unique I "lrn1115 st~ I or 
"math imatics 1 iarninn p irsonnli! '," Th s • clllfo1 ·nt st I •s affc 't a uudcnt's 
pr )C ssinc, applicntion and und 'r<1tn11dmP or 11Hlt\•1i11I uh Ill l'\l'I' 
In sr om stud )nt . t I s are spr •o I :1 -1 s n r 11t 11H111m 1 111 ~111 • r r un IHI I l'h 
quanutnuve to purely qunlitnuv • Shnim.1 1'>1~1 
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To effectively teach the entire class, the elements of both learning 
styles must be integrated and accommodated. To teach with one style, 
exclusively, is to leave out a great many students. If mathematic concepts am 
not matched to students' cognitive and skill levels- failure will inevirabl 
result. The child will be forced into a position of needing remedial ser ic s to 
overcome their academic deficiency in mathematics. (Sharma 1989) 
By the age of 12, the academically neglected child has de eloped 
anxiety, insecurity, incompetence, and a strong dislike for mathematics 
because his experiences with it have been hit or mis At thi point, his 
symptoms become causative factors in the c cle of failure, math a oidance, 
and limited future educational and ccupational opportuniti s ( harma 
1989) 
2.7 Recommended Way in T aching nd 
Mathematic 
arnmg 
Below is Shanna's Recommended T aching S qu nee for Mathernntic 
Concepts: 
I. rnducli o AJmr ach for ualita1ive L am rs 
• , tplain the linguisnc asp ·ts of the c uc ·pt 
• Introdu ing the orum in th rv fort or law that 1lw1 truth'\ 
hin upon 
• Let lh • tudcnt. t u · • mv1."Ht11ntt0n'\ wuh t'\1st1111m11l•111ls h 
dell .. -rmmc J) f ts f tf ll'Sl I 1t1!hs 
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• Provide to the students with several specific examples of these 
truths via the real resources or concrete materials. 
• Have the students speak out their discoveries about how the 
theory works. 
• Finall , how how th se indi idual p n nccs an be 
included into a broad principal or rule that pertain similar! 10 
every e ample. 
2. Deductive A 
• U e the usual deducti e appr ach 
• Re-emphasi1.e the g n ral law, rule, theory, or truth that th r 
mathematical truths hin c upon 
• Then sh w h w e era! p cific examples b 1 th 
rule. 
• I la e stud nts late th rut and Ill r parti ular ' arnpl that 
comp! with it 
• Ha students gi e . .planation about th lingui tic ·l m nt 
of the th ry 
h r ar six I v Is of I, arning a t •r us re · mm mdcd \)\ • hnrma and it 
was stat d belov · 
I. lnlumv nn ti ns • tu i •nl r ilntc or onnc l'\ th • n '" 
per pit n wuh p1 '\ 'llll'd H l' 1st11111 l puu ·n 'l' und 
"110\\ led Pl' 
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2. Concrete Modeling: Student looks for concrete material in 
creating a model or shows a manifestation of the theory 
3. Representational or pictorial: Student sketch to illustrate th• 
concept and he connects the concrete (or vividly imagin d) 
example to the symbolic reprcsentati n or picture. 
4. Symbolic or Abstract: By using number symbols, operational 
signs, formulas, and equations, student transfers the concept 
into mathematical notation. 
5. Application: Student applies and relate the concept 
effectively to actual world situati ns, story pr blerns, and 
as ignments. 
6. Communication· , tudcnt i able to rnmuni are it during n 
test and can each the concept succ s. full to oth rs • harrn 
1989) 
2.8 Computer Technology in Teaching and L arning 
M at\l!V1.'.at\c 
2.8.1 Introduction 
The growth of th le lmolog 1 had be om' one f th important rol '-"\ 
in the educational process. T' hnolo '. ha I h .cn 'Ill 'rg id \\ ith school 
curriculum a! one of the method use I to plant und 1111111t111.' 111ft'H''1t I l\\ards 
the gr wing of tech no log 1 
. ih ol ultur • ne · i to h • unpr l\'l' f uxuu: tlu- I 11l· ·1 It ·hnnlo l'' 
be nusc of the '°' l'ttum·nt 's pl in l<l ch1\ dop S11111 t Sdwnl and tlw 
irnpl menlnnou of Mul1mwd1n. UJH.'1 Ct1111 I 1 { I'(' llu tlt1\l'lop11wnt of 
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Smart School will help in making the education system more flexible. This 
will decrease the gap between those who are rich and were able lo use the 
latest technology and those who are poor and unable to do so. 
2.8.2 CD-ROM Based Leaming 
2.8.2.1 What is CD-ROM based learning? 
CD-ROM based learning refers to the use of \D-ROM tcchnologi s in 
dehv ering a broad array of soluuons that enhance performance and 
knowledge With CD-ROM which is rich with multimedia content and 
capability, CD-COM Based Learning can simulate a hu •' number of 
percentages of classroom traming wuh other add ·d ad' an Ing s 
2.8.2.2 Advantages of D-ROM based learning 
Effect" encss._& R tent 1011 
It is a normal phenomenon that stud ints lost 01 for •ntll'll \\ hnt !ht•\ hn' ' 
I amt \\ itlun a penod of time It is human nature to I iam hy r -peiition 
to gain hack then memory on "hat th ·: h:n I xuncd h iforc " a 
result CD-Rom Based I •ammJ had pla: cd an unpo: tnnt 1 ol ' lo allm\ 
user 10 relr ish or ll'fll'at as 111:111: tunes as th') lik • 11nt1I tlll'y had mnstu: 
the matenal h fon· th 'Y pr cccd In lht• nc I 1op1 01 modul · · 
2 
With tlw CD-RO I 11 nllo« tudent 1t1 lt'.1111 '111tt.llh 111 t111w 
:HI)\\ h 'H' nnd \\ lll'tll'\ t•r th ., '' 1111 tn 1 lu 'l).ftt) I 1 111 11 1hl • 
:\ll\ \\ heru the 11 'I •o !\IHI 11 Ill, llltllt' fl ' I hi ' 
_i) 
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3 S eed and consistenc 
With CD-ROM Based Leamin . there is no lirmt to us scalabrluv and it 
can be used to train as many people as possible at the shortest possible 
time-frame at a' ery attractive cost & consistent trrunm • r ·ult~ and 111 a 
flexible way 
4 Pacing-Learn at own pace 
Another valuable reason for using CD-ROM Based Leaming ts that the 
control il allows students in th· leanung proce s In an instructor-led 
course it's hard to address all or the different Im cl or knowled I 
students brim: to till' course CD-RO 1 Based I ·arnuw cours · nllow 
each and every student lo proceed al his/h •r 0\\11 part' I ipping 
mmcrial thcv alrcadv I now and when necessary, 1 \\ mdin • thu mat niul . . . 
as well as rev i '\\ 111p new concept 
5 Fits user's schedule 
Other than :111 the a<h antage that I tat' :1hm • th ·r • :u · :motlwr 
benefits that user ·an Pain throu •h CD-RO I Based I rarninu It was the 
Ile ihilit~ for till' us ·r to us· till' CD-RO I al hnmr nr in school 
\\ hencv ir & wlu rev er 111nt' pl't 11111 
2.8.2.J f ,imitalion. of CO~RO hnsed k:n uln ' 
A lthough th •r ' arc lots or ad ant:ll' •s I 11s111 i a 'I) R 0 1 hast•cl h·111 n in ' l 111 
th ere nrc s me l11nitat1 rns 111 11s11111 11 Ont' )!' tltt• l11m1111111s 1 • th 1t hi 11111 1 
('I) RO I linsl' I I c:1111111 •, llsl 1 \\tll n 't' I .1 nmlt11t1t d1.1 I'{' ,111 I ntht•t rh 111 
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that it cannot be installed on the network easily due to the requirement of 
high bandwidth on most of the CD-ROM based Leaming content For ('1>- 
ROM Administration it will need to have manv CD-POMs for various topici.; 
2.8.2.4 Considerations on Implementing a 0-ROM based learning solution 
Having under rood the benefits and limiiations of CD-ROM Has id I .eamuu; 
the consideration below is needed when implementing a CD-ROM Based 
Learning Solution· 
I. 
The content of the CD-ROM should he interesting and aurnctiv and also 
comp II ing for us ·rs to continuously usinu it and \\ i II gain henef ts from 
ii 
2 Conrcnrs &~pplicat ion 
I\ lot of informauon can he put inside the CD-R( f\1 · for variou · I •arnmg 
needs and for vanous type of user's level 
2.9 Review or Analysis on th r due tional am 
2.9.2 lueFindcrs 4th Grade Adventure. 
Clue· ind rs 1. nc f the pr du ts fr m The L mrnin (' mpany 
which runs fr m th 0-R driv • 11 '" ., er the r • 1um'mcnt r I 00 Mn 
of fr hard disk spa s is n icd id to tor' some p10 1ra111 fil 'S Cl111.1F111cll~1 s ·Hh 
lrade Ad ntures is an ad mturc nm' that hut! 14' Hl fmu th 11 mh-1: inh'H·st 
in m sit' and ml\ cnlur ' ns \\di :1s th 'If nhlltl tt' m 111llht'lll1t 1r"< lnm 11 11 I.' 
:ti thlllkltl!' F 1 ·h l 'ti\ 11 in ( h1i•F1ml1.•1 
JI 
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4th Grade Adventures has several levels, so the program can shift from 
simple to more difficult concepts at a pace that suits each play r. In 
ClueFinders 4th Grade Adventures, a friendly character explains each 
activity. This explanation aims to support players in understanding what th y 
are being asked to do. 
However, from my analysis I found that there arc some di advantages 
in this game such as the User's Guide that is in PD format. User with no 
Acrobat Reader program will be facing problems to obtain the information 
from the manual provided. Another problem that user might face is when the 
are in the main page of the adventure. This is becau e the v ill easil get 
confuse because of the introduction of the other product from the comp an 
who de elop this game. 
Although the user can choose the modul that th ' nnt t pin ' 
without going through the ad ntur but if th throu )h th 
adventure, it will aste user' time becau e I f und that th introducti n 
before the ad enture starts was too long As th· r ult it will make th us r 
get frustrated waiting for th amc to start if thev hoosc to foll \ th 
adventure. Besides, the user also need to o through a long ad ntur before 
the get in ol c in the amcs and this' ill ma • th· us 'r easil r g ·t b r , 
Th background music in thi am ' as not so suitable and not 
auracti e The moti ati n that the ham t •r 111 en ·h gnm giv ·s '' '\S aim st 
th . am· in ia h qu ·st ion Oth •1 than that in nm ·t of th' n idule 111 tlus uimc 
pr id .. the qu •.ti n in each am • onlv in audH It nu nnd this \\ ill tll:lkl' tlw 
iamc not nntahl for disahle cluldren surh as thoS\c' "ho hod ltr11n1lh 111 
hearing 
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2.9.3 Bear and Penguin's Big Maths Adventure 
This is one of the products lrom Darling Kindersley Interactive Learning 
which is based on the concept "play and learn". It can be used t dcv lop 
skills and builds confidence through intelligent, self-adjusting softwar and 
also include a reward s sten that contains a m story bonus game whi h 
provides incentives and positive reinforcement. Other than that it also pro ide 
user with user guides. The guides that it pro ide i full of detail and it 
include solution for user when the face problems such as animation 
problems, sound problems, displa problems, m mory problems and printing 
problem . The interface that the develop is ry auracti e and user-friend I 
Howe er there arc sorn minor wea nest c. in this 0-R M u h < 
the repeating motivation frorr the charact r in it and th onl pro id s the 
games v ith two mathematic op ration uch a addition and ubtraction In 
m opini n, I feel that this ram ·s i. ve int r tin 1 and it ha ' the 
multimedia interacti c f atur and u r-Iri ndl 
2.9.4 www.funbrain.com 
Other than doing r evicv and anal 1, is n th • 0-R M ba, cd ixistin 1 
s stem, I al o did n the nhn • 'du au nal rames 
\· b it that I ha r fi rr d nnd anal ·s1 1 "" '' funbrain m 1 his is an 
nlinc edu ational ame that is suitabl fi r kids ten hers and pn1l'nts ·1 heir 
h pr du ts thut thv 1 fli·r an.• uuu s 
fir f hot es su h us numhers ulturc wcuds nnd >tlw1 top1 
In m npmron thr i111l rfu t• '':is H't\ 1tflnltt\ l' 111I1lw111 l111t•t11H1 ;Ill 
pr ided f r ·a h '111\11: lJ~t· · h I\ l tlu h 'l'\lt 111 I l rh l l t till il'H'I >l 
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Mathematic games and can aJso choose the total of player other than select 
the algebra style. Besides, they also offer the tips and resources to help 
parents in parenting. 
However I feel that it was not user-friendly and the games ar not 
interesting. Children may find it was a boring game after they pla for s veral 
times. 
2.9.5 www.funschool.com 
r also did my review and anal si · on www. fun ch ol com In m 
view, I feel that it was very attractive and eas to na igate, The offer se era! 
level of games from preschool childr n and ab e 
But one of the advantages that I find was ii n d om time to load 
2.10 Information Gathering and Finding 
I have chosen several t pes of wa s in gath ring and s eking th es. cntial 
in formation before I start de elop m s stem such as from print d media for 
example books, electronic media such as " cb site, and ur e and from my 
lecturer's guidance. 
2.10.2 Printed Media 
o h '' p me in coll • unr: the dulu 1 inf ormnu m th 11 is rd •vanl t th • s\ st nn 
that I " i II d ·v "lop, I hm • ho. 11 some b lks ns 111v r cfcrcnrc Other thnn 
that f also r fer I , m • thesrs \\ 11t1c11 ll\ pr'' HHls 'l' 11 'lt11cknt 1111d sr me 
r ad111 • n th· I tll''ll I' 1111 hW\ [iom 11 \\Sl}:tpt'IS nnd nl(lg 1111w • tn l'll \Ill' 
thnt the s stem 1hnt I wr!l tw ell'' l'I ipm 1 1'\ up tn ti Ill' Ith Hlf'h 11111Ht•d 11w It \ 
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did not play a very important roles in my findings but it did contribute in 
increasing my knowledge in building a system and also provide me with the 
essential knowledge. 
2.10.3 Survey 
Other than using printed media, I also had done some surve before 
developing my system. It is done by finding the e isling interacti e 
multimedia games that are sold in the market and b ha ing informal 
interview with teachers and a few student age between 9 and 12 
There are two types of stem that is a ailable ' hich are online 
educational games are and the other form of s stem is in ,0-R M bas d 
For -ROM, I have anal zed on two product that ar i quite Iam u. in th 
market which are Bear and Penguin's Big Maths Ad entur and inder 
4fh radc Adventures. ther than that I als cl m urvcv n 
educational games that arc W\: w f unbrain corn and \ v " funs hool com 
Please refer to hapter 4 f r mor detail 
Although I just conduct an informal inter iev but from the inter iew, 
I get t understand more about th \l a 1 the ' learn, tea h and h w imp rtant is 
the educational gam s in pla in th' rel • in th sir normal I •nmin , and 
teaching environment. he had also provid •d 111' ' ith rnor • c .scnrinl 
information when I ask th ir pini n re lnrdine playmu ram ·s 111 a hi '\11111 
impro erncnt in Mnth imati s Ith u h nHlJ011ty of th' students ru • n t 
really h ina re cal nbout k;inunp throunl: t lucnuunnl sofhHu ·hut tlw1l' nrc 
minorit 1 that did nppl this I\ pt.' f I ··1111i111 lho l on ·ltt"ilntl ii; II\ ch' d lfl!J\ • 
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this educational games, I wish that it will help in reveal to the student the 
benefits of using the educational game in learning Mathematics 
2.10.4 Electronic Media 
The electronic media that J use for my findings arc the website from th 
internet. I have use search engines such as Yahoo's and Googlcs for 
searching information. To search for the information, the specific ke v ord 
based on the type of information needed were u ed to search the ne cs ar 
information. Personally, 1 feel that the internet had helped me a lot in finding 
information for my project. The internet not onl provides a ari l of 
information but al o the fastest a and off cti e v a of findina information 
2.10.5 Guidance from lecturer 
he ad ice and opinions fr rn Mr T 'h rn super is r and Dr Rukuini, m 
moderator, had guided me through the pr cc s of d eloping the games 
Other than that, from the discussion \: ith both f them, I ha ' ain th' 
information about how to gather the rele ant information as ' ell as making 
ure that the content arc a urate. 
I 1 
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2.11 Development Tools 
2.11.2 Authoring Tools 
Macromedia Authorware 6.0 
Macromedia Authorware 6.0 provides a powerful environment for r ating 
and presenting interactive information Authorware basic features let us r 
develop presentations quickly and easily, while advanced features ofTer 
greater authoring control. 
Macromedia Director 8.5 Shockwave Studio 
Macromedia Director 8.5 hockv a e tudio is ne of the tools in the mark t 
that provides a high-performance solution for idc where it enable user to 
u e Ion ideo files in their native ~ rmat 0th r than that it al. o an be use t 
generate e ctcnsible multimedia ontent that utiliz str arnin ideo, 
including advanced 3 game. and I arning applications, d plo able a r s. 
various mediums 
M acromedia Flash M 
Macromedia lash MX is an authoring to I that an b used to produ c 
streaming cctor animation, lrghtwc: ht 'id> and Ri h Int ern •t 
Applications, both for online and offiin • appli ati ns ll ho n 01 , s ·t r 
prebuilt, customizable component'> that enubl ' the us •1 to d •n-lop mil'' fa 't•s 
for v b form and applications asi 'r nnd fast ·r. 
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Macromedia Director 8.5 Shockwave Studio and Macromedia Flash MX 
Comparisons 
Table 2.1 .Macromedia Director 8.5 and Macro media Flash MX Comparisons 
Macromedia Macromedta 
Flash MX Dir ctor 
Activity/Content 
I ~epl;'ing to fixe~ media '1 (i.e., Jl, O\'O, kiosk) 
Website user interfaces '1 
lnteracnve real-time 30 '1 
Video: Long form ~ 
- - 
Video: Short (less than two minutes) '1 form 
Internet-based rich media applications '1 
Accessrore rich media ~ 
Large applications suited for Dor '1 DVD distribution (hundr ids r 
mcgab res) 
.ust 111i1.cd applications ~ 
- - 
Multiple media f rmat ne id 'l ~ 
I ligh per formnn • I ~ - 
IK 
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Launching external applications -v 
- 
I Access to file systems 
I 
~ 
i Mor<- ;llI/Jll• <l.evices 
·-~ 
'1 I 
'· 
i I Precision sound control -.J 
I Content witf many objects on the Stage, I -.J including high- performance games 
·1 
I Online advertising '1 II 
Content for devices '1 I . 
Advantages of using Director 8.5 and Fin h M togeCher 
Macromedia ·lash and Dir tor Sho kwav tudio ar b th a 
powerful rich-media cont nt soluti ns When it is u ed togcth r, the noble 
de elopers and de igner t produce more mp illing and effici nt rich 
content, both for on-line and off-line application 
2. 1 J .3 Graphic ools 
Adobe Illustrator IO 
Adobe Illustrator 10 1 " fl\ arc that an be u ·d l pr du i nrtwork wlurh 
can be publish id 011 Wet pa11l•s, Pl> s '' m•lc.;s d1..1\ 1< t•s. mid m p1 mt If nls 
pro id • renh1r" like In l' cltsto1 II )ll hJt'<'I host·cl "It •1n r nml d 11 1n11 11111· 
dri en praph1rs thnt ld1w1 c 1110 • new un 11•1111ll\t1 np1in11s, 1mp1 iv 
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productivity, and simplify the production of graphics for the Web and also 
other media. 
Macromedia Freehand 10 
Macromedia FreeHand I 0 offers significant web functionality and can b 
apply for creating extraordinary illustrations, lay out graphics-rich print 
documents in a unique multi-page workplace design web site . toryb ards, 
and include animation and interactivity to bring the designs to life online. It 
also has sophisticated vector-based illu. tration tool like ntour radients 
and Symbol-based brush strokes for producing complicated de igns easily. 
Adobe Illustrator 10 and Macromedia Freehand l O omparh on. 
Table 2.2: Adobe Illustrator 10 and Ma rom dia Fr ehand JO omparisons 
Activity/Content 
Multiple stroke and fill for object 
Gradient Mesh 
Interactive c ntr I f r p lygon , star 
spiral arc, Oare and grid · mb I 
ymbol Librarie 
f etc t ·d bj • t 
V · nd Data-dri ·n lruphi s 
nirn it ion ith fr un rntc s ttin 
H 
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Symbols maintained when exported into '1 '1 Flash 
HTML code for SWF output '1 '1 
Live effects applied to objects and groups '1 
Live distortions and transformations '1 
Live feathering '1 
CMYK color mode '1 
JavaScript support '1 
Microsoft Visual Basic support '1 
On screen pixel review '1 
Browser dither preview '1 
Group, layer and sub layer transparency '1 
41 
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CHAPTER 3: Methodology 
3 .1 System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
The System Development Life ycle, which is also identified it 
Application Development or Information Systems Development, is th 
process for developing information systems. he processes that involve are 
investigation, analysis, design, implementation, and maintenance. 
The SOLC methodology is applicable, in part or whole, nee any 
system is being developed, modified, or deleted. Thi methodology i used t 
apply to computerized systems, and automated or non-automated proce e . 
Below are the steps that is contained or involved in the ystem 
Development Life ycle. ach pha c within the cycle may be inv lving 
more than one step. 
D 
Requirement Analysis 
D 
Archite tural c ign 
D 
din • und ( •bug iing 
D 
[ stem Tc.;t In 
F igur» J. l: S •.,·rt•m I t'l'< /r:1p11w11t I ~fc' · •di• 's ,\'lc'f s 
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3 .1.1 Software Concept 
The first step in this software concept process is to recognize a nc d 
for the new system or the system that will be developing soon. For s Ilwnr 
development company, this process may need the participation of end us rs 
who tum up with a suggestion for impro ing their work r sometim ma 
only involves those who are Information System people but for m proj t 1 
only do some review on existing system (CD-ROM based) and findings from 
internet to view on e 'isling online games and s me other re earch that is 
related to my project. 
3 .1 .2 Requirements naly i 
Requir ments anal is i them thod of in stigating or nnalvzin th' 
information needs of the end u r , and an st m urrentl b in used, 
de eloping the functional r quircmcm: of n. -st em that an me 'I up \ ith th' 
need f the us r Also, th requir m nt h uld b r rd d us in 
documentation, executable pr t t pc I ctr nic mail, toryboard for user 
interface or some other f rm of record. 
he requir m nts d cum ntati n h uld be referr d thr ugh th' 
whole . tern de eloprn mt pro s t make . ur • that th d v ·l pm ' pmJ • t 
v ell-suit d v ith u er n ecd: and r uircments -un 11 nnl us •r rcquirern .nts 
are forrnall defin d and d elin ate the re uir nn nts in terms f data, s -st sm 
perf rrnan , se unt. and mamtaumbrlitv r iqiur nn .nts f r th· s ·'ltcm It 
r iqmr emcnts arc d ifinc I t a h v I f ll•t:1tl s11n1 rent for s stl'lll'\ ks1111 1<1 
pr l ·d 
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The activity in this phase includes: 
1. collecting facts and information 
2. analyzing system requirement 
3. ranking the requirement 
4. generating alternatives and selection 
3.1.3 Architectural Design 
Once the requirements have been d terrnined, the essential 
specifications for the hardware, software, pe pie, and data re ources, and the 
information products that will suit the functional requirements of the 
planned system can be determined The design will s r e ac; an outline for 
the system and helps to disco er the problems bef re the. c error or prob! •m. 
are constructed into the final s stem. 
3. 1 . 4 oding and Debugging 
Coding and debugging is tho act f producing or de loping the final 
system. This is the step for de eloping and preparing fi r the st m t 
operate. oding is the most important acti ities be nus it ' as th a tivit 1 
that will make the planning ors st 'Ill sue .sful 
3 .1 . 5 ystcm Test in , 
o ~ aluate its a tual fun ti nalitv in ml t1 n to • .pc t ·I or intend d 
fun tionalit after th • S\ st m had ht ·n cl ·n lopi t lhl s -su-m will hl~ h'sh·d 
II 
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3 .2 Waterfall model with prototyping 
To develop my system, I had chosen the model which i. a 
combination of the waterfall model and the prototype model. Below are the 
figures showing the model: 
--- --- --- --- --- 
Requirements Analysis 
System design -- --- --- --- -- - -, 
-- 
C ding \ 
\ 
' I
I 
nit and integration de ign 
' \
' I 
I . 
I , 
, 
f 
I 
r , 
I 
I -------· .' I', 
Acceptance testing 
I 
I I I I I I 
.-~- ... - t_~ - ---- _t _~ 
I , I 
: Prototyping : 
I I 
,_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _, 
peration and 
maintenance 
Figure 3.2: Waterfall Model 
In a waterfall model, each developm nt toge ha, to b · completed h for 
pr cecding t the ne t. F r c ampl , in th' fir. t tagc all th' r quirern ·nts ire 
elicited, analyzed and d um int id h ·for d •si min 1 th s stein. 0 irall, th 
model in a well docum ntcd pr ess. With th· additi n of th· pr tot p • 
model a. the sub-pr ontain aspe ts r the . st 'Ill 'tltl l • r il'\i • I U)d 
tc •tcd to chec it" rim tion lit :111cl ' h ·th ·r it m • ·M the :;1 .cltle 1 ·q11ir ·1Hc11t 
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yet possibly changing needs of any application. This way, major problems 
can be avoided as errors can be detected at early stage. 
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CHAPTER 4: System Analysis 
4 .1 Introduction 
System analysis is a systematic investigation of a real or plann 'd 
system to determine the functions of the system and now they relate to c ch 
other and to any other system. Depending on the conte I and constraints f 
the package, developers should be able to clarify the interactiv multimedia 
project rationale, to define the program scope and to ct up methods of 
evaluation by creating a preliminary analysis. 
Typical constraints in the design of an interactive multimedia 
application include: 
• Media configurati n and perforrnanc , fi r e rampl d ilopers 
might have rnulti-platf rm de el prnent trateg aim d at 
producing a good multim dia application 
• The ability of thee .pertise about the subject 
• The accessibilit of rel at d multim din do urncntation 
• The budget and deadline. 
The look and feel, interface and functionality of existing interactive 
multimedia application should be aluated It on en h •lps to mak a ha: t of 
cornparati e feature f exi ting application Lo king at th sc appli anons 
will rev al the pu1.1.I that multim din d :sien and produ ti in r presents 
Produ tin is alwa s »O\ n ncd ll\ tit· ckll\ •1 • 1 .quiremcnts. hardwaro 
limitation , storag capabiliti • and the spc ·d of the pro Hlln'i that pn•o.; •nl th· 
inf rmation. All th· ' istiu l pr d11 ·t.; mrnh 1c 1 will d ·m )llSl1 ill' lhl· tr uk 
offs th · cl •lop .rs hnd t d •al \\1th 111 )IUl.'1 I l hfllll' th\• pt c>Jt' 't lo tlu 
p 'I' c1 'I mnrkct The pn cc ... sni spl·~ I, lht h:ud usk st H ll't' uni H T'>S 111d 
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the memory limitations have all been juggled to create the best application for 
the investment. 
4.2 The requirement process 
Before developing a system, it is very important to captur nil th 
necessary requirements. A requirement is a characteristic of the s stem or 
descriptions of the capability of the system in fulfill the system's purpose 
(Pfleeger, 200 I). As for this project, the requirem nts were gathered through 
research and finding from the Internet and oks and review of the e .isting 
systems. 
4.2.1 Requirement elicitation 
Requirement elicitation is an esp ciall critical part of th pr c 'SS. A 
variety of techniques mu l be used to dct rmine the u r's n ed and what the 
real I want from the s stem that will be d clop Th r quircments an be 
categorize into three categoric which arc: 
I. the requirements that absolute! mu t b met 
2. the requirements that ar hight -d sirabl but not n • •ssnry 
the requirern nts that ar p ible but uld b • •liminal d 
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Below are the figures ofjhe process of determining the requirements. 
- 
I Rcquircmcn 
definition and 
Requirements Elicitation and Analysis peci ficati n 
Problem Problem Prototyping Documcntati n 
Analysis --+ description ~ and Testing ~ and validation 
- 
Figure 4, I : Pro tss of determining the r quirements. 
4.2.2 Requirement for Interactive Multimedia ducati nal ame 
(Fun Maths) 
From the analysis and the information gathered, the outline for 
unMaths is prepared. a ically, requirements are eparated int tw namely 
functional requirements and nonfunctional requirement . 
4.2.2.1 Functional Requirements 
A functional r .quirem 'nt d sscrib -~ r plains h w th· int ira .tion 
betw en th' system and its en ironrn ·nl h tpp ms. It uls d ·s .ril ·s hov th' 
. ystem should beha gi en irtain : timuli I tlcc ·r, .. 00 I . 
A. m ntion d · irli •r, th Int .ru ti • Multimc Ii 1 Edu· 1ti rn ti l 1111 ·~ 
whi ·h we nam it ns II itk l into t l m 1111 ·-. ' hi ·h m 
FunMutbs and prtJrrt ' ill 0111 l't ·u' rn tht 1-ttn llhs 
1 ) 
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module. For FunMaths, it is based on mathematic operation and is divided 
into 3 levels, where each level consist of question based on all th 
mathematic operation according to the number of digits User will be riven 
optional to choose either one level according to 1hcir capability and int r 'SI 
Below are the descriptions for the ub modules or level: 
1. Level 1 - in this sub-module, the game will be based on 
operation for 1 digit onl . 
2. Level 2 - in this sub-module, all the games v ill b bas d on 
operations for 2 digits. 
3. eve! 3 - this i the sub-module where all the question are 
based on di its 
There are three main buttons which are the 'I Iorne' butt n, H Ip' butt n and 
'Quit' button that let the user na igate th game Cc ii I lorn ' butt n " ill 
let the us r to go back t the main er n to h . ~ a zain ith 'r . 
mathematics game that the \ ant to pla and th 
to guide the users in the math rnatic r . ci nc 
introduction. While the 'Quit' butt n can I t the u: •r st p pla ing and quit 
the arne . There ar als instruction n how t pla 1 th arne in ·a h I ·I 
that will be hown v h nu r lick nth' instrudi n hull n 
thcr than that ther ar also thr buttons in v •ry par of th ram • \\ hr h 
nab! th user to I t th' I '' •I and nl o fout but t in m a ·h I '' •I \\ h .re 
user can hoo: to pluv nth ·1 addru n subtrn lien mulupli nuon nnd 
di ision 
() 
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4.2.2.2 Nonfunctional Requirements 
Nonfunctional requirements or constraint describes a restriction on th' 
system that limits our options for creating a solution to the problem (PO ' r, 
2001 ). 
Below are the nonfunctional requiremen that are ne ded for 'llnMalhs· 
l. User-friendly 
I will be developing the game that will nable the u er to 
browse the CO-ROM without any prob! m or frustration It is ery 
important to make sure that users are comfortable and do not 
encounter difficultie while using the s stem The gam will be 
bas d on the eas -to-usc cone pt and ther will b a talking 
wizard t gives the user guide and a! ist them when er n ' dcd 
h raphical user interface will help u. er in pointing and click 
their wa r und oasil 
2. At1racti e interface 
he interfa that I will d '. i in ' ill be a cry graphi al nc 
and colorful becau: e or the tar 1 •t us ·r \. h v as kids ar und 7 to 
12 y ars old Other than that, my reas on i, t aura t and maintain 
children' int r t and alt mtion Th' iraphi s us id wr]] h bused 
on cart on charact rand a r -~ nab! am unt f animnu n would 
be implerncntc in this uune 
h nevi mu n in llus •n111 · wtll h • as s11npl • ns \l ssthll• s l 
th, t it wilt suit th' nlulit of th' uu 'l'( II' 'I 'lhe 1111\ I 11(1()11 h11tl II 
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and icons will be based on graphical and symbols so that it will be 
easy to understand. 
4. Interactive 
This feature will enables interactivity bctwe n us rs and th 
system. The most common form of interactivity is cli kine on 
links to navigate around the system Some pages may ha input 
boxes into which the user can enter textual information A for the 
input boxes where the user enters the answers for the questions, 
immediate feedback will be given 
5. Learn ability 
This refers to the ea e ' ith which new and occasional us r 
may accomplish certain tasks in using the unMaths stem 
Users will be able to understand faster and more clTecti e the most 
basic comments and navigation option and us' them t hoose th 
modules that the prefer Th v ill b having no difficult 1 in 
remembering hov to us and na i rate in the tern after a period 
of time of non-use. 
6. User satisfaction 
The game is d signed to be cnjo -abl to us and pl •asinu to 
u ers er satisfaction ' ill be ' ithin a c ptable le le:; of uc:; 'rs 
cost in t rms of tir dn ss discomf rt and indi idual 'ffort so thnt 
the satisfa lion caus ·s ouunu d and mhan ' th· usau' r th 
Funlvlaths . \SI m 
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4 .3 Hardware and software requirements 
4.3.1 Choosing the platform 
The word 'platform' was traditionally associated with hardware· the 
computer platform Although it is use in describe hardware but it can also be 
used to describe software and it is increasingly used in this wa . 'Or an 
offiine application this might mean the operating system, such as Windows 
98, while for an online project it is more likely to refer lo the browser, such as 
Mosaic, Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer. A useful definition might 
be that the platform is whate er you ha e to specif in order t run the 
application. Often the specification v ill be e ·t nded to say what ind of 
displa is needed, or how big a hard disk, or how fast an Internet connection 
4.3.2 Delivery Platform 
For multimedia there are some issue that \: e need to con ider in d Ii ring 
the platform such as screen resolution and bit depth, sound parameter the 
speed of the CD~ROM dri e, the wa that ideo i handled. the amount of 
RAM and the size of the hard disk 
For performing the be t result, we ha e to ch os e th platf rm that b 'SI suit ·d 
to deliver the multimedia i ion R car hed ha e b en d ne lo find a 10\ 
common denominator for th machin • • u ers hnv ·: 
i) l pe and Sp •d f pro l!SSOr and therefore performun ' • Pt•nlt11111 
366 Mh1. and above 
ii) amount f memo: (R .M). 8 Mn It and nhov, 
II I Sil' I'hnrd dis 
i ) op irnnnn s stem \l 111dtm s t K nm! nhmt1 
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v) resolution of the screen - 640 x 480 pixels and above 
vi) number of colors on the screen - 256 and above 
vii) sound handling (8 bit and above) 
4.3.3 Delivery Medium 
The delivery medium defined by which you get your application 10 the user. 
Here, the delivery medium that we have chosen is CD-ROM. This medium 
has become so universal that it seems unlikely that it may ever lose its 
supremacy as a carrier. 
4.3.4 Development Platform 
Processor 
Processor is a common term for any device that is capable of carrying out 
operations on data Sometimes it is used as a synon m for central pr c ssor. 
To develop this system the minimum of Pentium I 3Mhz is needed. 
Sound card 
Sound card was the extension b ard that enable computers in manipulating 
and output sounds and it was almost necessary for all 0-ROMs and ha e 
become commonplace on nev personal computers The capabilit of ound 
card had provided me with the abilit in adding sounds and back zround 
mu ic to my proj ct 
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Speaker 
Other than sound card, I have used speaker as a device for output the sounds 
and to test the sound or music that I have added to the game. 
Modem 
Modem is a device that connects peripherals, and that converts and reconverts 
digital signals from a computer into tone variations (in serial form) for 
transmission over standard telephone. I have used this hardware to get 
connected to the internet and it helps me in doing research on the internet. 
CD-RW drives 
I have chosen CD-RW drives as one of the hardv are that r use to develop my 
system because of its ability to write data on a D disk for several times. This 
enable me to transfer an data or my system into a D as the game that r will 
develop will be in CD-ROM based. 
Random Access Memory (RAM) 
RAM is the memory items that may be accessed directly b the central 
processing unit (CPU) and it also u uall signifies readable, v ritcable portion 
of addressable main memory. To make the s stem development mo ing 
smoothly, the minimum rcquircm mt of RAM is 64MB 
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4.3.5 Development Tools 
Below are the tools that I will be used for developing the system: 
4.3.5.1 Authoring tools 
I have chosen three authoring tools which are Macromedia Dir tor 8. , 
Macromedia Authorware and Ma.cromedia Flash MX to help me developing 
the system. Below are some relevant information that I gained during m 
research of the tools that 1 have chosen. 
Macr·omedia Director 8.5 
Macromedia Director 8.5 Shockwave Studio lets users create them st media- 
rich, high-performance learning, entertainment, and merchandi in 
applications for deployment to multiple en ironm nt , including the Internet, 
D/DVD-ROM, and kiosks 
Director 8.5 Shockwave tudio can use to: 
1. Create streaming, interactive, multi-us r contenlJJSin 1: 
• Interactive 20 and real-time D animation 
• Video: RealVideo, Quicl'Time, AVI 
• ound : RealAudio, MP , AIF, WAY 
• Graphics: JPG, GIF, PNG, P 0 MP and mer 
• Ma rom dia lash 
• T , t and fonts 
• And mor throuuh tn1s 
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2 Deploy to fixed media. 
The performance, media handling, and extensibility of Director 8.5 
Shockwave Studio make it idea11y suited for deploying content on D- 
ROM, DVD-ROM, kiosks, and other fixed media 
3. Get maximum performance with large files. 
Quickly load and unload hundreds of megabytes of data into system 
memory with Director 8.5 Shockwave Studio advanced memory 
management. The result is consistent, smooth playback for end users. 
4. Take control with the extensi.Qilit of Director 8.5 Shockwave Studio. 
Launch other applications from within Director 8.5 Shockwave tudio; 
use input devices such as joysticks, and integrate custom functionality for 
the absolute best user experience. 
5. Use media-heavy content such as bitmaps, sound, and long video streamli:, 
With the advanced compression, e ten ive media upport, and fast 
rendering engine of Director 8.5, user can make media-rich content that's 
lightweight and high-performance hockwave Studio. Director 8. 
Shockwave Studio supports man image format such as GlF that u r 
can use to create small, non-photo-reali tic irnag and its pro 'ramming 
languag Lingo' er' d •si med to qui kl animate man sprite· (bitmaps, 
vectors, etc.) on the Stage for hi h-perforrnin l ont ·nt. 
7 
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Macromedia Authorware 6.0 
Macromedia Authorware 6.0 provides a powerful environment for creating 
and presenting interactive information. Authorware basic features let user 
develop presentations quickly and easily, while advanced features offer 
greater authoring control. 
Authorware 6 allows user to: 
• Extend the expressiveness of e learning content with new authoring 
capabilities, including the ability to direct events over time. 
• Publish projects for the Web or CD-ROM quickly and with one-button 
ease. 
• Deliver powerful e-learning applications that leverage learning and Web 
standards 
Macromedia Authorware features included: 
1. One Button Publishing 
One button publishing integrates and automates all the step in the 
publishing process, making it po sible to d Ii er applications for the W b, 
D-ROM or corporate netv ork ith the click of a button 
2. MP3 Streaminn Audio 
Leverage lo -bandv idth MP audio to audio- mnhl '·L arnin 
applications d siun d f r intran ts and the W ·h 
8 
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3. Media Synchronization 
Direct events over time by synchronizing the display of text, graphics and 
other events with time-based media including audio and video files. 
4. Rich Text Editor 
Create rich text files with a new editor that provides advanced formatting 
cap supporting extended properties and methods of ActiveX controls. 
5. Smaller Web Player 
Downloads Authorware 6 content over the Web, is 40% smaller. 
6. SCORM Metadata Editor 
Create a standards-compliant metadata file for your courses to make your 
e-Learning content easy to manage, reuse and deplo . 
7. Rich Media Learning Aids 
Get started fast with an interactive, multimedia tutorial on Authorware 
built right into the Help system. 
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Macromedia Flash MX 
Macromedia Flash 5 is the professional standard for producing high-impact 
Web experiences. Macromedia Flash 5 allows user to fuse vector graphics 
with bitmaps, audio, animation, and advanced interactivity to create unique 
and effective Web sites. 
Macr·omedia Flash MX Features 
1. Drawing 
The drawing tools in Flash let the user to create and modify shapes for the 
artwork in the movies. Flash provides various tools for drawing freeform 
or precise lines, shapes, and paths, and painting filled objects. Drawing 
settings can be set to specify snapping, smoothing, and strai htening 
behaviors when user use Flash drawing tools. They can change the 
Tolerance setting for each option, and tum each option off or on 
Tolerance settings are relative, depending n the resolution of our 
computer screen and the current magnification of the sc ne. B default, 
each option is turned on and set to Normal tolerance. 
2. ActionScripts 
Flash uses the Action cript scripting langua e to add interacti it to a 
movie. ActionScripl is the scrip that tell I· lash what action to p rform 
when the v nt o ur , imilar t Ja nS ript, A .tion rip: i an obj' t- 
oriented pro ramming Ian zua 'U. In ohj t-ori 'rll ·d s riptin 1, infc 1 mation 
is will be organize b arran ling it into iroups railed dn\lSlS Ohjl·t~ti:; in 
I\ tionS ript 'an · nlnin dutn or th 1 run h • )taphtrnll r 1pll'St•nll I ou 
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the Stage as movie clips. User with no programming background can start 
writing simple scripts without knowing much about ActionScript. All 
they need is a goaJ and picking the right actions. 
3. Drawing animation 
Animation can be created by changing the content of successive fram s. 
Object can be made to move across the Stage, increase or decrease its 
size, rotate, change color, fade in or out, or change shape. hanges can 
occur independently of, or in concert with, other changes. 
There are two methods for creating an animation sequence m Fl, h: 
frame-by-frame animation and tweened animation. In frame-by-frame 
animation the image is create in every frame. In tween d animati n, user 
can create starting and ending frames and let Fla h create the frames in 
between. Flash varies the object's size, rotation, color, or ther attributes 
evenly between the starting and ending frames lo create the appearance of 
movement. 
Tweened animation is an effecti e wav to create movement and changes 
over time while minimizing file size. In tweened animation, Flash stores 
only the alues for the changes between frames In (rarne-b r-fromc 
animation, Flash stor s the aJu for ca h ornpl ·tc frame 
4. Adding sound 
Flash offers n numb ·r f' a s to us· s iunds lJs •1 can mnke so1111ds thut 
pla continuous! , ind 'lll'rtdl·nt f tlu T111wl11w nr an s 11ch1n1111t 
animat i n to a sound trn ·k , ' unds nn he nll 1 lie I to h1111011s In 111nk 
(d 
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them more interactive, and make sounds fade in and out for a more 
polished sound track. The quality and size of sounds in exported movies 
can also be control. 
5. Publishing and exporting overview 
The Export Movie command provide the possibility to create Flash 
content that can be edited in other applications and export a movie 
directly into a single format. For example, user can export an entire movie 
as a Flash Player file; as a series of bitmap images; as a single frame or 
image file; and as moving and still images in various formals, including 
GJF, JPEG, PNG, BMP, PICT, QuickTime, or AVI. 
4.3.5.2 Graphic tools 
Adobe Photoshop 7.0 
Adobe Photoshop 7.0 is the professional image-editing tandard that helps 
user to express their creativity and work efficient! . With Photoshop 7.0, user 
can more easily produce exceptional imager for print, the Web, ' ireless 
devices, and other media 
Adobe Photoshop features 
I. Actions 
The botch processing and task nut mntion was supp rt b r the A tions in 
Photo hop. The abilit of A tion that mabl 11s r, to re ord n s ri •s of 
editing rep as an Action an b appli d to n11y otlu-r scle ti 11 111 the 
di f1i rcnr lo nl ion . 11 h , S in th • sntm.• inlllfll\ In ;11101IH11' 1111 \11 • fill, or 
/ 
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even to hundreds of files in a batch operation. Tn order to interactively 
adjust the filter setting, during the playback, users can play an action with 
selected steps disabled or display selected diaJog boxes. Various actions 
can be displayed at the same time in the Actions palette, and set. or 
actions can be saved and loaded separately. One of the unique features or 
Actions is the ability to batch-acquire images from a digital camera. For 
image editing in Photoshop, Actions will have a dramatic impact 
employed. This feature enables the print production shops to handle the 
process of hundreds of files which are unattended. While individual can 
computerize their most common tasks and allocate their action lists for 
sharing with other users. 
2. Adjustment Layers 
Without permanently rnodif ing the original irnag p cial In ers this 
features can be applied. An adjustment layer is a mask through which an 
image adjustment is applied. Numbers of adju tm nt la er can be loaded 
in the Layers palette, each adjustment layer modif ing the la er that lie 
below. Similar to an image la er, an adju tment la r doe not make 
permanent changes to the ri inal im e pi els. Althou ah aft 'r the 
adjustment la er being modified for several time but the ima e qunlit 
will still remain the same. This f aturc encouran 'S th us •r to ·p ·rimcnt 
on th ir imag Th· layers an be modili•d t a· I different imuu 
la ers. The same pacit and hi cndinn 11tod ' controls ur nls offor ·d for 
irna e la r . Via an. painting tools 011 the ndjustm ·nt la l'•, olo: nnd 
tonal adjustm •nt .an h sunply mt •1:1 It\ I '11p11mll' I" onto the 1m.1t1\' 
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3. Free Transform 
With unparalleled control and image fidelity, it allows numerous 
transformations. Besides, it also enable the users in a single step, to scale, 
rotate, skew, add viewpoint to, or else distort a selected imago area. 
Because of the image that does not need to be recalculated multiple times 
it helps in greater image fidelity and at the same time, it makes comple 
manipuJations of images easier. 
4. Navigator 
The Navigator offers rapid and precise access to magnified view of an 
image and a more efficient method for adjusting views of large images. 
User can progress rapidly to any position in a magnified image, b 
clicking the preferred view section within a re izable thumbnail of the 
image. 
5. Guides and Grids 
Photoshop provides standard features of page-la out and illustration 
programs to image-editing. Guides provide accurate either horiz ntal or 
vertical lines to which tool operations can be snapped and th luid s 
settings are al o recordable actions, making it straightforward in defining 
a particular guide setup t be shared v 'th th ir us ·rs or appli •d t a 
number of documents , imilarl , th irids attribute ·rent 'S a r ·gul:tr 
pattern of snap point a ross the whol • imag '. 
1•1 
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6. Digital Watermarking 
This feature introduces a capable technique for artistic professionals to 
shield the copyright of their images. The watermark is still readable even 
after an image has been modified, or printed and re-scanned. Users an 
obtain copyright and artist information for registered ima res after 
Photoshop has read the watermark by linking the program to Digimarc 
Web site. Adding a watermark to images can also be done automatically 
by the Actions feature. The Actions features also provide to the user the 
capability to add a digital watermark to multiple images in a group 
process. 
7. Multicolor Gradients 
The Photoshop did provide the supports for linear and radial gradient 
with varying levels of opacity and a wide varier of colors. Wh ne er a 
custom gradient is applied, the actual color an b defined for the 
gradient designs, or the present background and fore zround colors can be 
inserted automatically. Other fhan that it also allov the user to a e their 
own custom gradient st les and allocate them for sharing with other users 
on either Windows or Macinto h platform . 
8. History Pal tie 
In Ad b Photoshop, th I fo1t r , palctt • lib •rat is Ht, I ·t1i11 ) ou undo 
and red multiple diting st ps in tantl Th 1 tisto palett tracks and 
di. pin . a compl tc list or r • ·111 editiug : tcps ou · in 1 'i~" 1111d move 
am n th ·s • differ mt stuncs hv di ·1-m 1 nnvv h 1 11\ th~ lt"t lHI 111 
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save snapshots of an image to quickly compare different stages, and you 
can paint the contents of a previous editing stage onto the current image 
with the History brush. 
9. Integrated Adobe User Interface 
Photoshop integrates tightly with Adobe's full line of professional 
publishing and dynamic media tools. Photoshop shares a common user 
interface and in some cases, even core technologies - with Adobe 
lllustrator, Adobe InDesign, Adobe Premiere, Adobe After fTects, and 
other Adobe products. User can work more efficiently and produce better 
results using this smooth integration across applications. 
Adobe Illustrator· 
Adobe Illustrator provide a superior toolset for creating sophisti at d 
artwork, technical illustrations, information graphic , and page designs 
for print, multimedia Adobe lllustrator sets the indu try standard for 
computer-based illustration and design. 
Adobe Illustrator Features: 
I. Gradients Palette 
Users can quick! create mooth graduat 'd blend b 'l\ e n l\ o r 
more colors or tints " ith th· n ' iradicnts pal tte. Us ·rs spc if 
whcth r the gradi nt i linear or radial aid th t th :mgl of th ' 
blend 
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2. Text Enhancements 
The Character and Paragraph palettes can precisely control point size, 
leading, kerning, tracking, baseline shift, horizontal scale, 
hyphenation, paragraph indentation, letter and word spacing, and 
other text attributes. In addition, users can automatically check 
spelling, seek and change the text by matching words or fonts, and 
apply smart punctuation, such as ligatures, quotation marks, and so 
on. 
3. Layers Palette 
The Layers palette lets users produce, remove, adju t, how, hide, 
lock, and move layers and choose options that affect h w la er. print. 
Layers help users manage element in illu (rations and isolate parts or 
a complex drawing to make edits more quick! 
4. Pathfinder Filters 
Pathfinder filters make it possible to create objects instant! that 
would otherwise be challenging to creat . en pathfinder fill rs r ate 
new object by combining, ubdi iding, or i elating part or 
overlappin objects 
Multiple Le els of lJnd and Redo 
Adobe lllu trat r all ' s ll'> ers t undo and 1 xlo up to 00 skps th' 
• .n t numb 'r or undr st vs depends nth 11111n11nt )(' R 
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available). Now users can change their minds or correct mistakes 
instantly. 
6. Adobe Jllustrator Artwork Conversion to Bitmaps 
Users can instantly convert any artwork they've created m Adobe 
Illustrator into raster images (also called bitmaps) at any resolution 
using any color space. They can then apply Photoshop-cornpatible 
filters to these raster images to instantly create effects that would be 
time-consuming or impossible to create by hand. 
7. Photoshop Filters 
Users can apply any Adobe Photoshop plug-in filter or Adobe 
Photoshop-compatible filter to imported raster irna )CS or to rasterized 
artwork created in Adobe Illustrator. With these filters, users will be 
able to distort images, create irnpres ionistic, mosaic, blurred, and 
further effects and to create a variety or dazzling effects. 
8. Built-Jn Color Separations 
Adobe Illustrator includes a number or supporting feature -such as 
the ability to trap object , applies hnl Ilene crecn ruling , and c n erts 
all colors to MYK col r that h Ip en uro the hi he t-qualit 
printed results. 
9. Align Pal ti 
Th· Alim palette all ws customers I) uli •n st lt·'t 1ci hjt'( I'> nloun n 
vcrti ol r h ri1 ntal a\i. usin l the h u11d111 ' ho ~·s or the " )hi 'l'ls 
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Users can specify whether objects align vertically along the left, 
center, or right edge of the bounding box or horizontally along the 
top, center, or bottom edge of the bounding box. 
10. Transform Palette 
The Transform palette shows information about selected objects, such 
as the width and height of the object or its location in relation to the x 
and y axis. Users can then enter values to precisely change the 
dimensions of the object or move it to a new location. The Transform 
palette also allows users to skew or rotate objects. 
I I. Tools Palette 
Tools palette provides standard tools and special plug-in tools for 
their user. 
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4.3.5.3 Programming Language 
Lin20 Scripts 
Lingo was the scripting language by Director. By using it, it can assist the 
user to include interactivity to a movie and to control a movie in response ton 
particular conditions and events. Director uses four types or scripts which arc 
behaviors, movie scripts, parent scripts, and scripts attached to cast members. 
Behaviors, movie scripts, and parent scripts all appear as cast members in the 
Cast window. 
Lingo Scripts Features: 
1. Behavior 
A behavior is prewritten Lingo script that can be use to provide 
interactivity and include interesting effects to the movie. Most beha iors 
respond to simple events such as a click on a sprite or the cnt or the 
playback head into a frame. When the event arises, the behavior performs 
an action, such as skip to a different frame or pla ing a sound. Although 
Director comes packaged with customizable, reusable behaviors for many 
basic functions but it also provide to the user the facilit to create their 
own behavior through writing Lingo script. Other than that, the 
behaviors can also be modified. 
2. Movie scripts 
Movie script react to events uch as kc pr iss • and mous • Ii ks. and 
can contr I \i hat happen wh ·n a movi h ••ms, stops, or fHlllSl'll 
I Iandler: in a mo i • s ript cnn h rnll id from nth •r script« i11 till 111ov1t· 11 • 
70 
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the movie plays. Movie scripts are available to the whole movie, 
regardless of which frame the movie is in or which sprites the user is 
interacting with. 
3. Parent scripts 
Parent scripts provide the advantages of object-oriented programming 
within Director. The advantages comprise the capability to write less code 
and use easier logic to carry out tasks in Lingo. It can also generate script 
objects that behave and react similarly but function independently of each 
other. Lingo can create unlimited multiple copies (or instances) of a 
parent script and it is called a child object. 
4. Scripts attached to cast members 
Scripts attached to cast members are attached directly to a cast member, 
independent of the Score. Whenever the cast member i assigned to a 
sprite, the cast member's script is available. nlike behaviors, movie 
scripts, and parent scripts, cast member scripts d n't appear in the ast 
window. However, if Show Cast Member Script Icons is elected in the 
Cast Window Preferences dialog box, cast members that ha e H ript 
attached display a small script icon in the lower lell comer of their 
thumbnails in the ast v ind ' 
71 
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ActionScripts 
ActionScript is Flash's scripting language that can be use to control objects in 
Flash movies to create navigation and interactive elements and to extend 
Flash to create highly interactive movies and Web applications. 'lnsh 5 
ActionScript has many new features and syntax conventions that make i1 
similar to the core JavaScript programming language. 
ActionScripts Features: 
1 . Text editing 
User can enter scripts directly into the Actions panel in xpert Mode and 
choose elements from a pop-up menu or a Toolbox list 
2. Dot syntax. 
User can use dor syn tax to get and set the properties and methods of an 
object, including movie clip instances and variables 
3. Data Types 
Flash 5 ActionScript supports the follo ing data l pe : Iring, numb r, 
boolean, object, and mo ie clip. Multiple data 1 pes allow user 10 use 
different types of informati n in A tionScript 
4. Local variahl s 
User can de tare lo al arinbles that . pin.~ nt th nd of the nrtio11 list 1 
function all This allows us ·rs 10 mnnn u- mentor nnd 1 11so vru i 1hlt 
mun cs. 
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5. User-defined functions 
User can define functions with parameters that return values. This allows 
user reusing blocks of code in the their scripts. 
6. Predefined Object 
User can use predefined objects to access and manipulate certain ryp or 
information. The following are a few or the predefined objects: 
• The Math object features a full complement of built-in mathematical 
constants and functions, such as E (Euler's constant), cos (Cosine), 
and a tan (Arctangent). 
• The Date object allows user to get information about the date and time 
on whatever system is running the Flash Pia er. 
• The Sound object allows user to add und to a movie and ontrol 
sounds in a movie as it plays. For example, u er can adju t olume 
(setVolume), or balance (s tP n). 
• The Mouse object allows user to hide the standard ursor so that they 
can use a custom The Mo ieClip o ject allows user to contr I m vie 
clips without u ing a ~ rapper action 11 h as t 1 Z Ta qo t U. er can 
calla method uch as p l ay, 1oadMovie.ordup1ic MoviPC1ip 
from an instance name by u ing dot s nta:· for cxnmpl 
myMovi C' 1 i p . p 1 ay () ). ursor 
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7. Clip actions 
onClipEvent action can use to assign actions directly to movie clip 
instances on the Stage. The on CJ ipEven t action has even ls such as 
load, enterFrame, mouseMove, and data that allow user lo create 
new kinds of advanced interactivity. 
8. New actions 
New actions such as do .. while and for can use to create comple 
loops. Other new actions are implemented as methods of the Movie lip 
object; for example, getBounds, attachMovie, hitT st, 
swapDepths, and global ToLocal. 
9. Smart Clip 
Smart lips have internal scripts that u er or another developer, can 
change without using the Actions panel. User can pass values to a mart 
Clip through clip parameters that they can define in the Library. 
1 0. Debugger 
The Debugger allov u er to rev and change variable and propert 
values in a movie pla ing in T t-mo ie mode the stand-alon Flash 
Player, or a Web bro' er Thi allov s us .. r lo cusil find probl ms in 
their Action cript. 
ll 
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11. XML Support 
The predefined XML object allows user to convert ActionScripl lo XML 
documents and pass them to server-side applications. User can also use 
the XML object to load XML documents into a Flash movie and interpret 
them. The predefined XMLSocket object allows user to create a 
continuous server connection to pass XML data for real-time applications. 
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CHAPTER 5: System Design 
Design is the creative process of transforming the problem into a solution or 
the description of a solution. Software design can be viewed in the same way. To 
define the problem, the requirement specification will be used. The nature maybe 
change as the solution is described or implemented. 
For FunMaths, Data Flow Diagram and structured charts will be used to 
model the system. To show the outline of the Fun Maths system, I have chosen to use 
structured charts. Data flow diagram will be use to provide the graphical illustration 
which shows the flow of data and logic within the system. Data flow diagram 
comprise of four basic symbols as shown below. 
Table 5. I : Data Flow Diagram Description and. tymbols 
Symbols Name Description 
D entity 
flow of data 
An external entity that can send data to 
or receive data from the system. 
Interacts with the system but considered 
as outside of the boundarie of the 
system. 
It i u d t h w the movem int f data 
fr m an rigin t a de tinati n with the 
head f arr w p intin 1 t wurd th' 
de tinati n 
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r ...... 
It represents the transformation or 
process processing of information within a 
\._ .) system. 
It shows the repository for data that 
I I data store allows addition or retrieval of data 
5.1 Designing FunMaths 
The design of Fun Maths is based on all the information gathered from 
the research that l have conducted which I had explained it in hapter 2 
Literature Review. The content of the ystem is de igned based on the 
requirements of the end-user and 1he interface i designed according to end 
users interest other than taking the requirement of the attractivenes a 
consideration. Other than that, to design the system, the advantage and 
disadvantages of the existing systems are taken into consideration. 
Basically, these are the characteristic of unMaths: 
• User friendly 
• Based on the Multimedia Interactive concept 
• Instructions that are simple andeasy to und rstand 
• arnes focused on mathematic operati n uch a additi n ubtraction, 
multiplication and division 
• Attra tive intcrfa • 
• Well org miz id and ·ns nuv] uh: 
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• Will be developed in English and m every screen there will be 
instructions in the text form. 
5.2 System Structural Design and DFD (Data Flow Diagram) 
for KidsHeaven 
Below is the structured chart for my project, KidsHeaven. It shows the 
interaction and relation among the modules. Each and every module has their 
specific function and the combination of the module was the system. 
KidsHeaven (Home) 
Fun Maths FunSciences 
Level I Quit 
Level 2 In tructions 
Help Level 3 
Figure 5.1: Kidslleaven structured hart 
The figure above is a structured chart map that shows the structure of' the 
"Kids Heaven" ystem. The y tern will b divided to two main modul • ', 
which are games based on mathematic (Fun Maths) and the oth ·r wa amcs 
ba ed on sciences ( ·un cicn c ·). The syst 111 will nlso provld h Ip und 
in tructi n modul '. In cl h r th· mnth .mutics anti s ·i .nc ·s me dule, it \ ill 
be divided into thr • • I · ·Is\: h ·re en h I• I in th· h111M 1ths md Funs ·I nc · 
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represents different level of difficulties. As mention earlier, each level in 
FunMaths will have the different level of difficulty and it will give the user 
various types of questions to test their knowledge. The help function will 
guide the user on how to use the CD~ROM and also some guide on how to 
play the games and many more. Besides, the instruction also will provide the 
user on how to play the game. The quit button allow the user to quit or end 
the program anytime they want. 
Below is the data flow diagram for the main menu (Home). 
selection 
Process 
Selection i---S_e_le_ct_e_d _ 
option 
1.0 
User User 
Figure 5.2: Data flow diagram/or Home 
5.2.1 System Structural Design and Data Flow Diagram for FunMaths 
evel I Quit Help 
Main 
Home 
Level 2 
evel3 
Fii.ft1re 5. : ~ Int 'turcd ·hart.for FtmM uhs 
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As shown above, the FunMaths games will be divided into 3 levels which are based 
on the combination of the mathematic operation such as addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division. When the user click on a certain level, the screen wHJ he 
shown and the user can get the instructions on how to play on each of the level of 
game. Then, user will be able to start the game after they click on the operation that 
they would like to play. 
/ 2.0 
......, 
Process I User I Level of - Selection Selected level .1 User I I ~games tooic 
'- 
Figure 5. 4 : Data flow diagram Contents 
After the user selects the level and the operation, the system will process their 
selection and display it to the user according to their selection. 
Pro tls · 
answer 
result 
Level uestion 
User 
2.1 
ano 
Opration 
Generate 
question 
answer 
2.2 
Figure 5.5 : 'hi/ I dit1}!,r· 1111 for pine { .~'.\" ... 0 
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5.3 User Interface Design 
The whole user interface design will be interactive and election of 
color and graphics will be taken into consideration. The interface will not be 
too compact and complicated till it might 'blur' the user when looking at it r 
navigating it and making the user feel comfortable when they use the sy tern. 
Animations for some of the graphic and texts will be added to make the 
interface more lively and attractive. 
5.3.1 Welcome page 
When user put in the CD, it will first display the welcome page for 
KidsHeaven and it will prompt the user to key in their name. The name enter 
by the user will be capitalize for the first alphabet. Then u er can start 
choosing the modules. 
Figur • 5. 6 : Kids! t •av in 111 •/ om" pa ~' 
,. 
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5.3.2 Home 
After user had key in their name, the 'Home' page will be display where it 
will display two main modules in this page. User can choose either to piny 
FunMaths or FunScience by clicking on the "FunMaths" or "FurrScicnccs'' 
logo. 
Hello , Welcome to KldsHeaven• 
Ciiek on 1unM.1th or Fun:>clencc 
button to iotart p/Jly/l'f!I• 
Figure 5. 7: Ktdslieaven 'Home' pag • 
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5.3.3 Main 
If user clicks on the FunMaths, it will link the user to the main page of 
FunMaths. In this screen, user can choose the level of game by click on the 
'level' button. There are 'Home' button on the right top of this page tha: will 
enable the user to go back to 'Home' page and reselect the module. The 
'Help' button will enable user to get help when they face problem and when 
they need to know more about the KidsHeaven CD-ROM. User can also quit 
by click on the 'Quit' button. 
Figure 5.8: Funivtaths 's Main 
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5 .3 .4 FunMaths- Level 1 
If user clicks on the 'Level 1' button on the 'Main' page, it will display this 
screen to the user. In this level user will be tested on the question based on 
mathematic operation involving one digit. User will be able to choose tho 
other level again by click on the level button on the top of the page and if user 
wants to play FunSciences, they just need to click on the 'Home' button. 
In this level, users just need to drag the correct apple and drop it in the 
box near the basket. 
After user had finish answering the question in this page, the can 
move to the next set of game by clicking on the operation button again. To 
motivate the user, there will be a 'right' symbol after they drag each apple 
correctly and if they put it in wrong position, the system will aut rnatically 
put back the apple. 
'n\duion / l\t11lt1pli .1iu11 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Ftgun: 5 9 · "1mMwhs l.c•wl I 
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5.3.5 FunMaths-Level 2 
When user selects 'Level 2', this screen will be display. The buttons in the 
bottom will have the similar function as the buttons in Level I and Level 3. It 
has background music that is different from 'Level I' and 'Level 3' and it 
will also link the user to the next page of this level when they finish the 
selected set of the game. 
Tn this level, user will be tested on true or false question based on 
mathematic operation and it consists of questions that involve only two digits. 
They can move to the next question by clicking the purple background and 
start another new set of game by click the operation button. They will be 
scores shown at the end of each game. 
40+15=45 
Choose Ille op r, lion l11d di k Iii 
(OITP( I , nswor, Clh k I h • 1 u1 ph• 
} r l« Ji""' •r,'r•, '·'-"<;.· .... \ lnu . 
1of15 
uom QUIT 
Figure 5.10: Funtvtaths I. ivel 2 
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5.3.6 FunMaths-Level 3 
In this level, user will be tested on operations for three digits. User just need 
to key in the correct answer. If they answered it correctly, it will enable user 
to try the next question and if not, they can choose another set of qu st ion b 
click on the operation button. 
There will be background music and some motivation message if the 
user did it correctly. 
The button in the bottom is similar with other level. 
'(;! 1'1esenlatmn WmtJow -·~~'di~ 
I-low much is 850+196? 
1046 
Well done 
Figure 5.11 : FunMaths Level 3 
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5.3.7 Help 
The 'Help' button in every page will link the user to this page. As I 
mentioned earlier, user can get help or information from this page. 
' · ';elC::,e to Fu~;;;.s's-::elp To 
I 
I 
I 
I So/ are you ready Io FunMnth .. ? .. l J 
lntrod uction 
.J1ow to play 
About CD 
Credits 
iiosc 1 
IC I 
I 
I 
I 
i'ne 'furll~aths is an educa"t1ona'1 
games that consist of 3 level of 
d)ffJ.cvJtJ.es whic.h only l(M'.I.!.'*' 
mathematic operation such as 
addition, substrectlon, rnultlpllcatlon 
anti divl~ion where level 1 contains 
questions involving only 1 digit nd 
lever 2 contains questions Involving 
only 1 digit nd so with level 3 which 
~t.o'(J'NU\ving 3 diqits. 
Figure 5.12: Funivtaths 'Help' 
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5.3.8 Instructions 
Below is the example of the instruction's page. ft contains in formation about 
how to play and it did exist in every level. 
How to play FunMaths Level 1 
3.After you finish the g me, you can pl1:1y another set of 
FunMaths Level 1 conteins que ... tlons Involving only l 
digit.Below are some explanation on how to play FunMaths 
· /Level 1. 
1.Click one of the button (addition, substrectlon, 
I 
multlplkatlon or dfvl~lon) to stort the 91-ime. You con 
choose agah1 the operation that you want to play or st rt 
enother new game In th S6fl1e I !Vel by elk.king the button 
I 
also. 
1
2. ¥au can start playlngbt•.sl1;.1\S).j\\>;\f/ the correct ffW'l\.9,lb:>tt 
represents the answer of the equation In the b .J<et to the 
box near the basket. 
Figure 5.13: FuriMaths 'Instructlons ' 
5.3.9 Quit Confirmation 
This message will be shown whenever the u er quit the program. Before it 
quit, it will ask for user confirmation to quit. 
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CHAPTER 6: System Implementation 
6.1 Introduction 
System implementation is the process of "installing" tho system that 
might involves software (and hardware) installation, necessary conversions, 
user training, auditing and maintenance. 
6.2 Development Environment 
By using the appropriate hardware and software will help in speed up 
system development or construction. The hardware and software tools used in 
the development and documentation of the entire system are discussed below: 
6.2.1 Hardware Requirements 
The overall hardware requirements for the development of this project 
include: 
• Intel Pentium 3 66 Mhz processor running on Windows 98 
• 192 MB RAM 
• Color Monitor 
• CD ROM Read and Write drive 
• Display adapter 
• 32 bits Sound card 
• Speaker 
• Keyboard 
• Mouse 
• Oth 'r standard d ·ski p PC rmplian · 
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6.2.2 Software Tools Requirements 
• Software tool for documentation and analysis 
o Microsoft Office 2000 
• Software tool for development 
o Macromedia Authorware 6 
o Macromedia Flash 5 
o Adobe Photoshop 7 
o Adobe Illustrator l 0 
o Sound Forge 
o Windows Sound Recorder 
6.3 Development of "Interactive Multimedia Educational 
Games" 
Developers are required to create a user-friendly and easy to navigate 
interface at the early stage of the development It is easy to carry out the 
requirement during the development with the assisted software. 
6.3.1 Macromedia Authorware 6 
Almost all of the parts in "Kidsl-leaven" are done using Authorware 6. 
Although Authorware 6 pro ides Knowledge Objects, which in ludes 
Application and Quiz that v ill make the proc ss f d clopin 1 an application 
easier but I have chose to build m s stem usin th icon-bas 'd authorin 
where different I pes (' ic us ontnin differ 'Ill I 1p S of" )bj .cts, su .h us 
graphics, to u, ound di iital movies, or 0 s t r instru ·ti )l)S Th m r lllj'Cll\ Ill 
1)() 
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of icons forms the logic of a piece results to its structure or architecture. The 
logic of a piece gives the piece shape and makes it work a certain way. 
6.3.2 Adobe Photoshop 7 
Some of the graphics and icons (Gif or Jpeg format) arc downloaded 
from Internet or other resources and some of the graphics are created using 
Adobe Photoshop 7. The graphics and icons created using Photoshop are 
natural and suitable for the appearances of child playing games. By using this 
software, images are easily edited and had result system to come out with a 
standard layout where user will familiar in it. 
6.3.3 Sound Forge 
lt is use as tools for sound editing so that the audio file that is being 
use is synchronize with the flow of the system. 
6.4 Coding being used 
Below is frequently use code that is used in developing this game: 
Capitalize 
resultstrtng : Capitaltzet't-arir=:" /, J /) 
Capitalize returns the string that result from capiralizin ' the fir t haract r f 
every word in string. Thi function had been applied to the pa ie " h r user 
sign in their nam and th nam •di pin in th· main pu' v ill h cupitnliz xl 
in every w rd the nter. 
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Go To Selected Icons 
GoTo(JconID@"fcun'litle'~ 
When Authorware encounters a GoTo function, it jumps to the icon specify in 
IconTitle and continues its presentation from that icon. 
Display Time, Day and Date 
Date : Day-Month-Year Day: DayName Time : Time 
This is use to display the user's computer time in the page of each level. 
Jump To Selected Files 
Jumpliilet'filename"], "variable}, variables, ... ': f"folder"jj) 
Jump File causes Authorware to jump to the file that is specify in filename. 
The presentation continues from that file. Packaged Authorwarc files can 
jump only to other packaged files. 
Randomly generate numbers 
number : Randomimin, max, units) 
Random returns a random number between min and max in multiples of units. 
Below are the examples of the function use in my sy tem: 
randl := Random(501, c 99, 1) 
rand2 := Random(I 00, 500, l) 
Round the numbers 
number: Roundt: [, de Imalsl) 
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Round rounds x to the number of digits specify (in decimals) to the right of 
the decimal point and returns the number. This was applied in level 3 for the 
division operation. 
If function 
Below are the example of if functions use in FunMaths 
ifNumEntry = randl- rand2 then right := TRUE else right := FALSE 
Page count 
RepCount@"questionsl "of Pathtlouni "questions] " 
This function displays the page number. It is use in level 2. 
Quit 
Quit (option) 
It is part of the functions use in creating a quit confirmation message bo 
Quit Restart 
Quitkestaruoption) 
QuitRestart immediatel e, its the file. Upon restarting, Authorware sets all 
variables to their initial alues. 
Restart 
Restaru) 
Restart cau cs Authorv ar • I brunch to th he 1in11i11 1 of th Iii and iniiinli,« 
all variable , 'tl if th fil • is set to Resum i11 th HI Propc: lies d iulo ~ Im: 
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6. 6 Icon that is being used in authoring 
The following table describes what each icon does: 
- 
~Display icon 
Displays text and graphics on the screen. This is used in 
creating the background of tho system. 
Erases any or all objects from tho screen when thn~ are no 
~Erase icon 
longer needed. This is used to erase any unwanted images to 
avoid overJapping among pages. 
0wait icon 
It let users to decide when to continue. When using this the 
'continue' button will be display. 
Sets up various paths Authorware can take depending on 
0DeCis.ion icon 
conditions and events. By using. this, it enables me to de elop 
the games where the question are randomly display. 
©tnt.eraction 
It provides a variety of ways to make choices, such as clicking 
buttons or hot spots. 
icon 
[!]Calculation Updates values in variables. 
xecutes functions that affect 
icon what the piece does. 
f.tilMap icon 
Simplifies and organizes the flowline b grouping it into 
smaller segments. 
f.1ZSound icon 
Includes music, narration, or sound effects in a pieoe. 
°' Speed up development by letting you test segments of the ..__S1.ar1 and stop Ilowiine as y\Ju create them. 
flags 
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CHAPTER 7: System Testing 
7 .1 Introduction 
The testing that includes examining the project performance 
according to the specifications that have been agreed was done according to 
the level-by-level basis beginning with the separate units and then finally the 
overall combined units were tested. This will include the robustness of the 
code or compatibility across different browsers, the structure and content of 
the program, the interface, the interactivity, the performance of the program, 
the look and feel. 
7 .2 Unit Testing 
Unit testing is the test that is performed on indi idual module in the 
subsystem and involves the activities to control errors on each module. 
Testing was done on the functions, hich is the basic comp nent in the 
system. When a module was completed, it is tested to make sure the attached 
requirements are actually implemented b that module. AJI the links and 
buttons were tested to ensure that the bring users to the de tination page. 
Other than that the output of the s stem has also been ch k d b 
selecting difTerent input l make sure that the an v r f r th q11 isrion 
pr vided wa corrc t and free f ·rr r Th • sm oth trnn: it ion and rcliahilit • 
of the program had also been tc t 
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7 .5 User Testing 
The testing was conduct to determine the effectiveness of this system 
in helping students in improving their mathematics and in examining whether 
the user learns from the system. Other than that it was done t determine 
whether it meets the objective of the system development and to determine 
whether the design and the use of the color combination was attractive. 
7.6 Maintenance 
Maintenance is the process of modification and perfection of the s stem 
where the perfection of the system is in terms of adding additional functions t the 
modules of the fully functional system being used by the users. The perfecti n stage 
has not been done on this package, as it has not been used b the users. Howe er for 
future enhancement this should be taken into consideration 
7 .7 Conclusion 
All the necessary details of implementation and testing strategi s for this package 
have been included here for better understanding of the package. Thi packa c \ i 
developed according to the anal sis d nc s that all the r quircment are m t and 
match to the users needs. 
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CHAPTER 8: System Evaluation 
8.1 User Evaluation 
From the user testing that had been conduct by me which involves teachers, 
primary students and university or college students, bellow is the summary of 
the overall survey. 
Results of user testing 
8 
7 
c: 
0 6 't1 
Cl) 5 ::::J 
CT - 0 4 .... 
i 3 E 
::::J z 2 
1 
Percentage of each answer given 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
a 
8b 
DC 
Figure 8. I: Charts of user testing results 
Please refer to the question of this user evaluation that wa attached in the 
appendix. 
From the testing conducted it sh w that 50% f the us ·r fc ·Is that 
the scope of the question is suitable and 0 % f els that it i mod •mt . For th· 
level of difficulties, 70% feels that it i , unable and I 0% f I that it was 
unsuitable while the rest f .cls that it is mod ·rut·. 
When they wcr e a sk ub ut th· ·m~ Ii en ss rt his 11111c It r lcamin '• 
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that it is not effective. For the combination of colors, 90% feels that it is 
attractive while the others feel not and for the next evaluation was regarding 
the design for the interface get the same percentage as the result for color 
combination. 
The next question was about the ease to navigate. From the evaluation, 
80% feels that it is easy to navigate while 20% feels that it is moderate. Other 
than asking about the ease to use, I also provide the question which let the 
user to evaluate the ease of use. Only 10% feels that it was not easy to use 
with the reasons that they never been exposed to the concept of using 
Educational Games. 
The last question was related to their overall opinion about FunMath . 
40% of them likes the user interface, 40% likes the case or use and 20% likes 
the knowledge that is gain. 
The conclusion that can be made from the sur e conduct was there are light 
improvement that are need to be done such as improvement in the scope or 
questions, the level of di [ficulties and so on as shown in the chart ab e. 
8.2 Project Problems and Solutions 
There are several problems encountered throughout the process r 
developing the "Interactive Multimedia ducationnl om FunMath s)' , 
Below arc some of the pr bl ems that we fa and the , a , ' • · lv ~ th ' 
problem during project anal sis and d ilopm ·nt 
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8.2.1 Problems and Solutions encountered during projects studies and 
analysis 
The "Interactive Multimedia Educational Games" is a Multimedia based 
project, which acquires the use of all Multimedia elements such as images, 
graphics, audio, animation and text integrated in it. 
Problems: 
1. The main problem during project studies and analysis is choosing the 
suitable platform and software for developing this project. 
2. Choosing the appropriate development life circle model and methodology. 
3. Finding facts and methods of application with regards to the design of the 
project either logically or physically and technical! 
Solutions: 
1. Refer on relevant materials such as books, journal from librar and try to 
understand them. 
2. Retrieving information from the Internet and make a thr ugh anal sis 
with regards to the mentioned problems. 
3. Refer to the previous projects that done b senior students in the Bilik 
Dokumen of FSKTM. 
4. Supervision of supervisor and moderator and al o course mate· ad ice 
and guidance. 
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8 .2.2 Problems and Solutions encountered during projects 
implementation and testing. 
Problems: 
1. Without the knowledge of using Macromedia Authorware 6, we have to 
learn by ourselves to use the Macromedia Authorware 6, Macromedia 
Flash 5 and also Abode Photoshop 7. Other than that we also face the 
problem where we cannot find any other help from other source other 
than depends only on materials from the internet and also books in order 
to master the software. 
2. Choosing the appropriate images and icons for interface that are suitable 
for children is one of the tough process in developing an ducational 
games where we have to consider many factors before we decide on \: hat 
to include in the design such as the suitability for the game and the 
objective of the system. 
3. After deciding on which images and icons to use, v e also face a slight 
problem in designing the suitable and attracti e layout for our game. 
4. To make our game more interactive, ' e ha e include se eral Flash files 
in our system and we also face difficulties in integrating the file into ur 
project. 
5. Testing the entire s stem at another cornput •r and differ nt platform i · 
another problem that we face. 
Solutions: 
I. T ol e our problem \: h n using th' sollwur, "1 hnd mm th' 
approprint • assi: tnnt from th· 11 'Ip menu that • imc with llw !' llhv Ill' to 
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understand how to use the particular software and mastering m the 
software to enable us to use all of the functions provide by the software. 
2. Reference from other projects done previously by senior and software that 
are available in market did help us in dealing with the problem. 
3. By viewing the tool tips and the Help menu found from the Internet, we 
manage to solve parts of our problem such as what type of design that 
suits our target user. 
4. Some of the features or links cannot be presented prop rl when testing is 
done on another computer. Therefore some changes need to be done to 
make sure that all the features are presented well. 
8.3 System Strength 
Below are my system strengths: 
1. The system that I build did have the features such as attract] c and 
interactive user interface that will enable the u r to get familiar nit. 
2. The CD for FunMaths was been made t run automaticall after the 
insert the CD. 
3. Links and navigation are eas to follov thr ugh th use f meanin rful 
and recognizable icons and button . 
4. nglish Language as a deli er language due to t a hinu 
Mathematic in 
i this ear. 
5. Audio narrati n t in re~ und 'r tandubiluv f th • pmti ulnt • mipc nvnl 
nfin ·d l Y iar 11 ·, F rrn )n' and )\\ 'r 
and in rcas th' stud mo lei sur h ns the us 1 )I bnck 1 ound nu tSH' 
10 .. 
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6. Users can exit the system and link to main screen at anytime without (he 
need to finish the game. 
7. The Instructions file that was provided in most of the pages let tho users 
to refer on how to play the games on the level that they chose. Other than 
that they also can refer to the instruction of other games or other help 
information from the help file provided. 
8. There are some roll over button that had been use to let the user knows 
that the button is clickable. 
9. All the questions in every level were random. 
10. For level 1 if the user gives the wrong answer, the apples will be put back 
to its original location and this will tell them to try again to get the correct 
answer. 
I l. For 'revet 2, if the user fails to give the correct ansv er, the unm diato 
feedback together with the questions and the correct ansv er that the get 
it wrongly will be shown. 
12. For level 3, the number of questions was infinite as I have applied the 
random function on it where the numbers are random! generated. 
13. There are times, day and date shown in almost e cry page. 
8.4 System Weakness 
Below are mys stem weaknesses: 
I. The characters in each gam • ar mot stnndnrdi/cd 
2. Users are not able to kc p Ira k of thcir : 01 • or n111 • hod h .eu phi -ed 
when th' •nt r to this s st m a nun becnus th n c is no d 11 1h11st• 
pro id d to store u. ir inf nnnuon 111 th s stem 
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3. There are no search functions provided in the Help file. 
4. There are limited questions for level 1 and level 2. This will make tho 
user feel bored when they play frequently. 
5. The game for each operation in the same level is the same. 
8. 5 Future Enhancements 
Below are the futures enhancements that is need to develop a better 
educational games: 
1. Make user to be able to keep track of their score or games that they had 
played when they play this games again by providing database t store 
user information in the system. 
2. Standardized the layout so that it looks more professional. 
3. Add a search function in the llelp file. 
4. More games are added so that user will not be casil g t bored. 
8.6 Suggestions for course improvement 
1. Provide more sources in the Bilik Dokumcn that tudent arc able t do 
research. 
2. Equip more the computer v ith D \\ rit •r o that tudents are abl t 
large files that are related to their pr ~ ct easil ' 
8.7 onclusion 
l· inall , th' "Int 'rn ti\ ' lultunc Im Edu .nuouul (innw , .. h '" In cu 
rca hin l it ·nd stop' £· rtunnt Iv th1-; s :-;I m is l Omplutl' I 011 tune uni · 111 
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be integrated successfully with FunScience that had been done by my 
teammate. Most of the requirements, which have been defined in the scope of 
this project, have been achieved. 
Teamwork, time management and the communication skill are three 
key factors that lead us to the success of the project. Throughout this project, 
there are more enhancements on our project development skills, so as our 
project management skills. However we also realize that more improvement 
that need to be done. 
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User Evaluation 
Objective: 
• To determine the effectiveness and attractiveness of this eoucanonat zarncs 
and m determine if it meets the users' need and. expectation. 
• To determine whether this game meet the objective of development 
Please kindly spend some time to complete this survey. Your cooperation will be 
highly ~~J.Uf>-..d. 
User's details: 
Standard: P.~wtH)' school studen~/.!-...qwhers/UniversilJ' ~,. c~~lep,e student 
1. What is your opinion about the scope of the questions thi game? 
a)&\\.um'8 
b) Moderate 
c) Not suitable 
2. Is the level of difficulties is appropriate for the stated age/grade le l? 
a) &\~.M'8 
b) Moderate 
c) Not suitable 
3. How do you feel about the efTecti eness of thi game for leamin ' 
b) Moderate 
c) Not efTective 
4. How ou feel about the mbination f 1 urs thnl 1s h ·in' us' in thi · ram ' 
b) Moderate 
c) Not auracti e 
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5. Is the design for this game attractive? 
a) Attractive 
b) Moderate 
c) Not attractive 
6. Do you feel that it is very easy to navigate in this game? 
a) Arg,.~ 
b) Moderate 
c) Not agree 
7. Do you agree that user will be able to use the program independently? 
a)Af,'r& 
b) Moderate 
c) Not agree 
8. What is the things that you like in this game? 
a.) Uw. in1Rr.f.-nce 
b) Ease of use 
c) Knowledge gain 
JI o*ru;c.,,'J)~ specify _ 
Prepared by 
Teh &*-.~MR. 
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AppendixB 
User Manual 
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HARDWARE AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
Windows® 
Runs on: Pentium 366 MHz or faster 
With: 
• Minimum 8 MB of memory (RAM) 
• Hard disk with 500 MB of free disk space 
• 8X or faster CD-ROM drive 
• 16-bit color monitor capable of 640x480 resolutions 
•Windows 95, 98, Me, 2000, or XP 
•Windows-compatible sound card 
• Windows-compatible mouse 
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GETTING STARTED 
FunMaths runs from your CD-ROM drive and FunMaths do not need any program to 
be installed in any computer. It will run automatically and retrieve all the contents 
from the CD. 
STARTING THE PROGRAM 
FunMaths CD is an AutoPlay after you insert the D and found that the AuloPla 
did not functioning or you can't get into FunMaths, 
1. Try to insert the FunMaths CD in your D-ROM drive again or 
2. Double-click My Computer. 
3. Double-click the CD-ROM icon. 
4. Double-click Kid Heaven.exe. 
FUNMATHS 
Introduction 
The FunMaths is an educational games that con isl of le el of difficulties which 
only include mathematic operation such as addition, ubtraction, multiplication and 
division where level I contains questions in ol ing onl 1 1 di it and le el 2 contain 
questions involving only 2 digits and o with lev I which also in lvin ' di tits. 
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Playing FunMaths 
Welcome page 
After you put in the CD with the AutoPlay function working well, it will first display 
the welcome page for KidsHeaven. and it will prompt for your name. 
Kidslieaven welcome page 
Please type our mi 
St, 'II Iii /Kl.(! 
When u ar in the sign in pa 1 ~ u an ·11 k quit rf 11 w mld ltkl1 tu 11111 tlu 
program AO er sign in our nam ', pl •m pr 'S'\ • •111 ·r· 
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Home 
After key in your name, the 'Home' page will be display where it will display two 
main modules in this page. You can choose either to play FunMaths or FunSciencc 
by clicking on the "FunMaths" or "FunSciences" logo. 
P, Presentancn Window • • - ~ • •. • .• ,,..;;.;41~£1 
Hello , Welcome to KldsHcavon 
Click on FunMath!. or FunScl nee 
'Dutton to start p' y1ng. 
Kidsiieaven 'Home' page 
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Main 
If you clicks on the FunMaths, it will link you to the main page of' FunMaths. In this 
screen, you can choose the level of game by click on the 'level' button. There ar 
'Home' button on the right top of this page that will enable you to go back to 'Home' 
page and reselect the module. The 'Help' button will provide you with the help 
information when you face problem or when you need to know more about the 
KidsHeaven CD-ROM or any other related information. You can also quit by click 
on the 'Quit' button. 
Q P1 eaentouon Wmdow .. .- ...... w: .. :.J.:;. x 
Funlvtath« 's Main 
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FunMaths-Level 1 
If you click on the 'Level 1' button on the 'Main' page, this screen will be display. ln 
this level the question will be based on mathematic operation involving only on 
digit. You will be able to choose the other level again by click on the level button n 
the top of the page and if you want to play FunSciences, just click on the 'Home' 
button. 
In this level, you just need to drag the correct apple and drop it in the bo 
near the basket To know more about the instruction on how to play the game, click 
on the instruction button and close the instruction that is being display by click on the 
close button. 
To get started, just click on the operation button. After u had fini h 
answering the questions in this page, you can move to the next et of game b 
clicking on the operation button again. There will be a 'right' ymbol if ou had drag 
each apple successfully to the correct box and if you put it in the wrong position, the 
system will automatically put back the apple. 
\dd1tion 
\. 
D 
D 
D 
D 
aom UUIT 
l•im Intlis I 1'\'<'I I 
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FunMaths-Level 2 
The buttons in the bottom of the page have the similar function as the buttons in 
Level 1 and Level 3. It has background music that is di fTerent from 'Level I ' and 
'Level 3' and it will also link the user to the next page of this level when they finish 
the selected set of the game. Each set of games consist of 15 questions. 
The 'Quit', 'Help', 'Instruction' and 'Home' button has the similar function 
as the buttons in Level 1 . 
In this level, you will be tested on true or false question based on mathematic 
operation and it consists of questions that involve only two digits. You can move to 
the next question by clicking the purple background and start another new set f 
game by click the operation button. They will be score shown at the end of each 
game. 
Multlpllc tlon 
Sub tr ctlon 
40+15=45 
1 of 1 lj 
om QUI 
FtmJlt!atlt,, I -v •/ ... 
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Qui!. Re.suits; 
, You ga\le 8 correct responses, which 
% correct. 
,./ ) 
more In 
15 of 15 (;onUnuc j 
FunMaths Level 2 Score Window 
After you had review your scores, click on the continue button to return l the game. 
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FunMaths-Level 3 
In this level, user will be tested on operations for three digits. User just need to key in 
the correct answer. If they answered it correctly, it will enable user to try th next 
question and if not, they can choose another set of question by click on the operation 
button. 
There will be background music and some motivation message if the user did 
it correctly. 
The button in the bottom and lop of the page is similar with other le el 
How much is 850+ 196? 
1046 
Funbdaths I 'V '' 3 
t) 
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Help 
The 'Help' button in every page will link the user to this page. As r mentioned 
earlier, user can get help or information from this page. Click on close to close this 
window. 
......- ;;;;;;;;;;;,-;;;;;;;;;; --, r Welcome to FunMaths's Help Topft. I 
I Introduction The FunM 111., i~ .in <'<i11cntionul I g m<'"i thet rnni:;t,.t of : l l<'v<'I of 
I How to play dlfflcuttle"i which only Include m.3";~-n.9tlc operatlon!ib1Ch.rx 
f 
About CD addition, sobsrrectton, multlpllcotton I 
and dlvlston where lev I I contains 
t.rea·1m CllJ~~tlonc; hwolvlno only J digit .ind 
level 2 contains questions lnvolvln<J 
I h c>11ly I dl91tond'>owlU1lcv<·l:Jwhlth I ttlc;o Involving 3 digit'>. ~,, So, ffl'l:VOll rt•ttdy to r11rfr>'rt{(r1'1'l 
~-------------J 
Funbdaths 'Help' 
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TROUBLESHOOTING 
Try this first! If you have problems running the program, try cleaning the D. 
Gently remove any fingerprints and dust using a clean, soil, lint-free cloth dampen d 
with water or a CD-cleaning solution. A void using materials that may scratch the 
CD, such as tissue. 
If you have additional questions, please email: 
yune l 802@,yahoo.com 
Windows® 
1. The program does not run automatically 
Make sure the product has been properly inserted. 
2. You see a message telling you that there is not enough memory to nm 
the program, 
FunMaths needs at least 8 MB of installed memory (RAM) to nm. Y ur 
computer's memory may be filled with other pr grams that are running in 
the background. lose any other applications that are running, and r tart 
the program. 
3. The mouse doesn't seem to work. 
There are times in the pr gram wh n the animation or sound annot he 
interrupted. Check that the mouse i pr p rl c nne led to th' mput ·r 
or wait until the animation or sound stops an I out nonnul ursor r 'turns. 
Then try pre ing the ke s or cli king th m use anain 
4. The pro ram's p ed is v ry low. 
runMalhs n icds 01 t ·ns1 a P mtium 11 l· 1111 • nupul •1 '"'" 11 K, 'I) 
ROM driv ~ r ba: i p irf rrnnn • 
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• Close any other applications that are running. 
• Make sure that you have the latest Windows video drivers for your 
graphics card. (Contact the video card manufacturer for the latest 
drivers.) 
• Change your display adapter settings to 640x480, 32-bit color display 
mode. 
5. You do not hear music, sound, or speech. 
• Check that the speakers are properly connected to your computer. 
Make sure that they are getting power and are turned on, and that the 
volume is turned up. 
• Make sure that your sound card is Window -c mpatible and is 
properly installed for Windows. Make sure that the sound card is 
specifically designed to wor with the version of Windov that u 
are usmg. 
• Make sure the volume is properly set. the manufacturer's 
documentation for information relating lo our sound card. 
• Make sure you have the latest Windows ideo dri er in tall d. 
(Contact your video card manufactur r for m re information 
• Remove any non-essential applications from our Startup folder. 
6. Colors don't look right. 
• Adjust our monitor' 
• Make sur our color displn is set to 2-hil 
• Turn off our scr n av sr 
• Jose an oih ·r appli utions that ill" runnin ' 
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• Make sure you have the latest graphics drivers installed. ( on tact your 
video card manufacturer for more informaiion.) 
7. The program window seems small. 
• The program window may not fill the entire screen. 
• For maximum window size, make sure the display mode is set to 
640x480 (See your Windows documentation.) 
CONTACTING THE DEVELOPER 
If you continue to experience problems, please kindl email to 
yunel 802ra)yahoo.com and I would be glad if ou pr ide the foll wing inf rrnation 
your contact information (name, e-mail addre , phon number, and mailin addr s) 
and description of the problem 
CREDITS 
Teh Sok Hoon W T000038 
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